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Abstract

The field of non-Hermitian Physics has attracted great attention over the last 23years,
both from the in the physical and mathematical communities. From the physical point of
view, non-Hermiticity was regarded as a phenomenological tool to describe open quantum
systems. Besides this, the rising interest in this field comes especially from the possible
exploitation of exceptional points for quantum technologies, and from the exotic topology
arising in periodic non-Hermitian systems, connected to the so called non-Hermitian skin
effect. From the mathematical point of view, the range of possible topics to investigate has
been wide open, as dropping an hypothesis of a theory makes the mathematician wonder
what keeps holding true and what is lost. This dissertation wishes to be a contribution to
both lines of research. In the first part, after a minimal introduction, we mainly discuss ex-
otic behaviors at the exceptional point of two very different but realistic quantum systems:
a gain-loss open system and a waveguide QED setup. The second part is devoted to a
more mathematical approach to non self-adjoint operators inpired by quantum mechanics:
the problem of quantization of a dissipative system is considered, and the construction of
a class of non self-adjoint Hamiltonians is developed.
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Part I

Non-Hermitian effects in quantum
optics
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter we discuss the minimal ingredients necessary to deal with non-Hermitian
Hamiltonians from a physical standpoint. We introduce non-Hermiticity as a deviation
from Hermitian Hamiltonians, highlighting what is lost (and what is gained!). We then
discuss the role of PT symmetry in this field, the notion of exceptional points and present
one implementation of PT symmetry in classical optics.

1.1 Hermiticity and non-Hermiticity in (quantum) physics

One of the postulates of quantum mechanics is that physical observables are described
by self-adjoint1 operators acting on the state space, i.e. a Hilbert space [1]. The reason is
at least twofold:

(i) measurements outcomes, i.e. the eigenvalues of an observable, must be real numbers
and Hermiticity is a sufficient condition:

a 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 〈ψ|Aψ〉 = 〈Aψ|ψ〉 = a∗ 〈ψ|ψ〉 (1.1)

where A = A† is an observable, satisfying the eigenequation A |ψ〉 = a |ψ〉

(ii) the eigentates corresponding to different measurement outcomes are distinguishable,
i.e. orthogonal, and form a complete set:

a2 〈ψ1|ψ2〉 = 〈ψ1|Aψ2〉 = 〈Aψ1|ψ2〉 = a1 〈ψ1|ψ2〉 ⇒ 〈ψ1|ψ2〉 = 0 (1.2)

and

1 =
∑

n

|ψn〉〈ψn|
〈ψn|ψn〉

(1.3)

where a1 6= a2 and A |ψn〉 = an |ψn〉.

When applied to the Hamiltonian operatorH, the requirement of Hermiticity combined
with the Schrödinger equation imply that the full evolution must be unitary. This, in
particular, results in the conservation of the wavefunction norm [1]:

|〈ψt|ψt〉|2 = |〈ψ0|U †U |ψ0〉|2 = |〈ψ0|ψ0〉|2 (1.4)

where |ψ0〉 is the initial state and U = e−iHt is the evolution operator for a time indepen-
dent Hamiltonian H (~ = 1 throughout). Therefore, Hermiticity (of the Hamiltonian at
least) appears a key assumption to describe closed quantum systems.

1In most physical contexts one usually uses the term Hermitian, having in mind the matrix repre-
sentation of the operator. As it will not make any substantial difference, we will loosely use the terms
self-adjoint and Hermitian interchangeably, despite these two concepts are not mathematically equivalent.

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

However, no realistic physical system can be isolated from its external environment.
This is even more compelling for quantum systems, as the act of measurement itself
(i.e. the interaction with an element of the environment) projects the state of the sys-
tem onto an (or superposition of) eigenstate(s) of the measured observable corresponding
to the measurement outcome. Being a projection, the act of measurement cannot be a
unitary operation and therefore does not conserve probability. It is thus natural to won-
der whether, dropping the assumption of Hermiticity, it is possible to describe, at least
effectively, the dynamics of open quantum systems [2, 3].

This question is a possible way of introducing the field of non-Hermitian (quantum)
physics, a research area that has attracted great attention per se, beyond the initial mo-
tivations [4–6].

The topic of non-Hermitian physics can be tackled from two different perspectives:
on the one hand, non-Hermiticity can be regarded as an effective description of an open
system, which nonetheless shows interesting intrinsic features (e.g. appearance of excep-
tional points [7, 8], non-Hermitian skin effect [4], etc.), under the constraint that the full
microscopic Hamiltonian is always Hermitian. On the other hand, a more mathematically-
oriented research line, which was triggered by the idea that Hermiticity could be replaced
by a symmetry assumption (PT symmetry [9]), is assuming that the full Hamiltonian of
the system is generally non-Hermitian and on this basis either constructing the formalism
of bi-orthogonal quantum mechanics [10], or trying to somehow redefine the Hilbert space
so that the Hamiltonian becomes Hermitian2 [11], or finally investigating the mathematical
framework of non self-adjoint physically-inspired operators [12].

In this first part of the thesis we will focus on the first, more physical, approach. the
second part is devoted to some topics regarding mathematical properties of non self-adjoint
operators inspired by quantum mechanics. Before discussing the relation between the
Lindblad master equation approach and non-Hermitian Hamiltonians for the description
of open (Markovian) quantum dynamics (Sec. 3), we present in the next section the role
of PT symmetry as this was a starting point of this literature and most importantly
because a variety of platforms (especially in optics) implementing PT symmetry have
been experimentally realized. Extensive review papers fully dedicated to non-Hermitian
physics recently appeared such as Refs. [4–6], to which we refer the interested reader.

1.2 Non-Hermiticity, PT symmetry and Exceptional Points

The recent history of non-Hermitian physics starts from the observation that some
physically-inspired Hamiltonians display real spectra of eigenvalues despite being non-
Hermitian3. The prototypical example is the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian initially pro-
posed by Bender [9]

H = p2 − (ix)N . (1.5)

This Hamiltonian has a discrete and positive spectrum for N ≥ 2, see Fig. 1.1, and for
N > 2 is not self-adjoint4. This property, first supported numerically and then proved
mathematically [13], suggested the idea that occurrence of a real spectrum is related to
the invariance of H in Eq. (1.5) under both parity P and time reversal T , as represented
by the equation [H,PT ] = 0.

Operators satisfying this property are called PT -symmetric. Note that the explicit
form of P and T depends on the specific model: e.g., for a continuous case as in Eq. (1.5)
they are defined as P : {p, x} → {−p,−x} and T : i→ −i.

2The concept of Hermiticity relies on the chosen inner product in the Hilbert space, which is of course
not unique.

3It worth recalling that Hermiticity is only a sufficient condition for the spectrum to be real.
4Except for even N .
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Figure 1.1: Spectrum of H in Eq. (1.5) as a function of N . If N ≥ 2 it is purely real,
while purely complex for N ≤ 1 [9]. Reprinted by permission from the American Physical
Society: Physical Review Letters [9], license number RNP/21/NOV/047110 (1998).

Let us observe that, contrarily to what one is usually accustomed to in (Hermitian)
quantum mechanics, the commutation relation [H,PT ] = 0 does not imply that H and
PT have a common basis of eigenstates. Indeed this holds true if both commuting oper-
ators are Hermitian which is not the case here since PT is anti-Hermitian [1].

This points to the existence of two distinct PT -symmetric phases: an unbroken phase
when H and PT do possess a common basis of eigenstates, and a broken PT -symmetric
phase when they do not [14].

A typical discrete realization of PT -symmetric Hamiltonians are gain-loss systems,
which we will discuss later in more details, especially because it is the scenario where
PT -symmetry breaking (from unbroken to broken) through the so called exceptional point
has been observed in classical optics [15].

1.2.1 Gain-loss systems

We report next a very general (apparently unrelated) discussion based on [16] in order
to pedagogically introduce the topic. Consider two boxes whose contents (e.g., energy,
matter, etc.) are labeled by continuous (generally complex) variables G and L. Suppose
these two boxes are exchanging their content at rate g and that the G box is continuously
filled (gain) from the outside with rate γ, while L is leaking (loss) into the environment
at the same rate γ, see Fig. 1.2.

As gain and loss rate are balanced (same rates), this ideal system is indeed PT -
symmetric: exchanging G and L (parity) and reversing the arrows in Fig. 1.2 (time rever-
sal) leaves the entire system invariant.

If we want to quantitatively describe the dynamics of such a system, one way is to
write the dynamical equations for G and L: Ġ = γG− igL and L̇ = −γL− igG (the π/2
phase in the coupling is not necessary, but we keep it for the sake of argument). These
equations can be cast into a Schrödinger-like equation iψ̇ = Hψ where ψ = (G,L)T and
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Figure 1.2: Sketch of a general gain-loss system.

the Hamiltonian reads

H =

(
iγ g
g −iγ

)
. (1.6)

PT symmetry is then more manifest as

P =

(
0 1
1 0

)
(1.7)

and T is complex conjugation, hence [H,PT ] = 0.

The vector ψ is not a state of a quantum system, nevertheless the analogy with the
Schrödinger equation is not fully out of context. Indeed, as for any system of coupled
differential equations, the solution can be written5 as ψt =

∑
j=± cjϕje

−iλjt, where ϕj are
eigenvectors of H corresponding to the eigenvalues λj , and cj are coefficients.

As for the Bender’s Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.5), one can either suppose that a Schrödinger
equation iψ̇ = Hψ with H as in Eq. (1.6) makes sense in some suitably defined Hilbert
space, or that H is an effective Hamiltonian.

Let us now examine the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of H. Its eigenvalues are λ± =
±
√
g2 − γ2 with corresponding eigenvectors

ϕ± =

(
iγ + λ±

g

)
. (1.8)

A few observations are in order:

• we can consider the parameter γ as the degree of non-Hermiticity since H is Hermi-
tian if and only if γ = 0,

• for any non-zero γ the eigenstates are not orthogonal6,

• for γ < g (γ > g) eigenvalues are real (imaginary) and PT symmetry is unbroken
(broken). Indeed if γ < g the eigenstates ϕ± are eigenstates of both H and PT ,
while if γ > g they are eigenstates only of H.

1.2.2 Exceptional points

The critical value γ = g found previously deserves special attention. At this point, not
only the eigenvalues are degenerate (as it can occur for Hermitian operators), but even
the eigenvectors are coincident (“coalesce”).

This point of non-Hermitian degeneracy is called an exceptional point (EP): at an
EP of order n (in the case of Eq. (1.6) we have n = 2), n eigenvalues together with the
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eigenvectors 
coalesce

Figure 1.3: Spectrum of H in Eq. (1.6) as a function of γ/g. Eigenvalues are real (imagi-
nary) in PT unbroken (broken) phase γ < g (γ > g), and coincide at EP. Eigenvectors are
pictorially represented so as to highlight their orthogonality in the Hermitian limit and
coalescence at the EP.

corresponding eigenstates coalesce [14,17,18]. Most remarkably, this entails that at an EP
the Hamiltonian becomes defective (diagonalizability is lost), that is its eigenstates do not
span the entire Hilbert space (the identity is not resolved).

Exceptional points and the corresponding PT symmetry breaking transition received
great attention in recent years, and one of the main current interests in this field is
the potential exploitation of critical behaviors near EPs in quantum systems. For in-
stance: enhancing mode splitting between counter-propagating whispering gallery modes
in nanophotonics [8], EP-based sensors [19], and critical behavior of quantum correlations
near EPs [20].

We want to stress that EPs are not a prerogative of PT symmetry as they can appear
for general non-Hermitian operators. A simple example is the case that our two boxes are
not subject to gain or loss, yet the coupling is non-reciprocal:

H′ =
(

0 g1

g2 0

)
. (1.9)

with g2 6= g∗1. At g2 = 0, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors coalesce despite [H′,PT ] 6= 0.
Finally we want to mention that, even in PT -symmetric systems, there can appear

EPs that are not associated with PT symmetry breaking transition [21].

1.2.3 An optical implementation of PT symmetry

One of the first implementations of PT symmetry was realized in classical optics [15],
as briefly described next. The starting observation is the paraxial equation of diffraction

i
∂E

∂z
+

1

2k

∂2E

∂x2
+ k0[nR(x) + inI(x)]E = 0, (1.10)

describing the propagation along the z direction of the electric field envelope E of an
optical beam.

5Provided that H is diagonalizable
6With respect to the standard inner product in C2.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.4: Propagation of light in coupled waveguides following Eq. (1.11). Left (Right):
input in waveguide 1 (2). (a): Hermitian limit γ = 0. (b): Unbroken PT symmetry
γ < g. (c): Broken PT symmetry γ > g [15]. Adapted by permission from Springer
Nature Customer Service Centre GmbH: Springer Nature, Nature Physics [15], license
number 5198080479690 (2010).

This can be regarded as an effective Schrödinger equation with a complex potential.
Here k0 (k) is the wave number in the vacuum (substrate), the x direction is transversal
to z and nR/I(x) are the real/imaginary part of the refracting index, playing the role of
an optical potential.

By judiciously setting them so that nR(x) is even and nI(x) is odd, Eq. (1.10) has the
form of a Schrödinger equation with a PT -symmetric potential, in the spirit of Bender’s
Hamiltonian (1.5).

Furthermore, under these assumptions, by using the coupled-mode approach [15], the
propagation of the electric field envelopes E1 and E2 in two coupled waveguides, the first
being optically pumped (gain), the second experiencing the same amount of loss, is given
by

i
d

dz

(
E1

E2

)
=

(
iγ g
g −iγ

)(
E1

E2

)
. (1.11)

This implements a gain-loss system, Eq. (1.6) with all the properties outlined ear-
lier. The PT -symmetric transition at the EP has been experimentally observed as light
propagation strongly depends on the PT phase, unbroken or broken. In the former, the
optical wave propagates jumping back and forth between the waveguides somewhat in a
Hermitian-like fashion. In the latter, only light injected in the pumped channel survives
irrespective of the initial input, see Fig. 1.4.

1.2.4 Passive -PT symmetry

The Hamiltonian of a balanced gain-loss system is probably the most typical way
of introducing PT symmetry breaking at EPs. However, implementing such a system
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can raise some issues. On the one hand, a gain like the one previously considered is an
approximation holding up to not too long times (to avoid insurgence of non-linearities) [22].
On the other hand it is nonsensical when working ab initio with nonlinear systems (such
as a two-level atom).

However, most of the above phenomena (appearance of EPs, different dynamical be-
haviors below and above EP, etc.) still hold true in fully dissipative systems (no gain
whatsoever), for instance when one introduces non-uniform losses.

As an instance, consider again a pair of coupled waveguides under the coupled-mode
approach. If they experience a different amount of loss then the Hamiltonian reads

H =

(
−iγ1 g
g −iγ2

)
. (1.12)

The corresponding spectrum and eigenstates are

λ± = −iΓ+ ±
√
g2 − Γ2

− , ϕ± =

(
λ± + iγ2

g

)
(1.13)

where 2Γ± = γ2 ± γ1.
Despite losing PT symmetry ([H,PT ] 6= 0), there still is an EP at Γ− = g separating

two dynamical dissipative phases, an underdamped one (Γ− < g) and an overdamped one
(Γ− > g).

The connection with PT symmetry is manifest once we notice that by making a com-
plex global shift on the balanced gain-loss Hamintonian H in Eq. (1.6)

H → H− iγ1 =

(
0 g
g −2iγ

)
(1.14)

one gets a passive-PT -symmetric Hamiltonian with only one local loss and no gain. This
operation shifts the spectrum to the lower half of complex plane, without altering the eigen-
vectors. Therefore, the key point of these so called passive-PT -symmetric systems [23] is
that we have Im(λp±) ≤ 0 avoiding any amplification process, but still inheriting features
of PT -symmetric systems [24].
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Chapter 2

Open quantum systems and
non-Hermiticity

In this chapter we describe the connection between the treatments of open quantum
systems through a Markovian master equation and through a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian.
First, we introduce the standard tool of Lindblad master equation for open Markovian
quantum dynamics. In particular this is connected to non-Hermitian effective Hamiltoni-
ans, and how they arise, specifically from a mean-field approach.

2.1 Open Markovian quantum dynamics

The evolution of closed quantum systems is governed by the Schrödinger equation

i
d

dt
|Ψt〉 = H |Ψt〉 , (2.1)

where |Ψt〉 is the state of the whole system at time t living in the total Hilbert space H,
and H is the (Hermitian) Hamiltonian of the full system acting on H.

By open quantum system, we mean one that is interacting with an environment so that
the full dynamics of system and environment is unitary [25]. This separation of system S
and environment E corresponds to a bipartition of the Hibert space, H = HS ⊗HE , with
HS (HE) the system’s (environment’s) Hilbert space.

When dealing with composite systems, the description of physical states through kets
(or wave functions) as in Eq. (2.1) is no longer complete. Indeed, just to make an example,
if ψ(x1, x2) is the wave function of two particles, there is no way to infer from it a well-
defined wavefunction of the first particle only [26] (unless the joint state is factorized).

The most general description of physical states is indeed through density operators
instead of kets, allowing in particular an appropriate description of subsystems [27]. More
concretely, if |Ψt〉 is the state of S +E at time t, then the corresponding density operator
is given by ρt = |Ψt〉〈Ψt| and the ones representing S and E are obtained by tracing out
E and S as ρS(E) = TrE(S) ρ, respectively.

In the language of density operators, the Schrödinger equation turns into the von
Neumann equation

ρ̇t = −i[H, ρt]. (2.2)

Although containing the same amount of information as Eq. (2.1) for the full S + E
dynamics, the density-matrix formalism allows to (at least formally) write the reduced
dynamical equation for the system (or environment) only, that is

ρ̇S = −iTrE [H, ρt]. (2.3)

11
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At this level, this equation is not closed in ρS (i.e., it is not a so called master equation).
However, under the assumptions that

(i) ρt ≈ ρS(t)⊗ ρE , i.e. the Born approximation,

(ii) the time scale over which the state of the system varies appreciably is large compared
to the time scale over which the environment correlation functions decay (Markov
approximation),

(iii) the rotating-wave approximation for system-environment interaction holds,

the master equation for S can be written as [25]

ρ̇S = −i[HS , ρS ] + D(ρS) (2.4)

where HS is the free Hamiltonian of the system and the dissipator reads

D(ρS) =
∑

i

Γi

(
L̂iρSL̂

†
i −

1

2
{L̂†i L̂i, ρS}

)
(2.5)

where {L̂i} are the so called jump operators acting on HS and the rates {Γi} are positive.
Equation (2.4) is called GKSL (Gorini -Kossakowski-Sudarshan-Lindblad) or simply

Lindblad master equation and describes the dynamics of an open quantum system inter-
acting with an environment, under the previously discussed assumptions. A large variety
of physical systems are well-described by such an equation.

In the following, we will discuss some paradigmatic instances showing the connection
between the previously discussed non-Hermitian physics with the Lindblad master equa-
tion.

2.2 Atom decay: Lindblad versus non-Hermitian approach

A minimal model for atomic decay is that of a two-level system (the atom) interacting
with a zero temperature thermal reservoir [25]. The two-level approximation works in
every situation where only the transition between two levels is significant and all others
can be neglected.

We call these two levels |g〉 and |e〉 standing for ground and excited state, respectively,
whose respective energies are ωg = 0 and ωe. The free Hamiltonian of the atom thus reads
HS = ωe |e〉〈e|. In order to study atomic decay we will consider |e〉 as the initial state of
the system.

2.2.1 Decay of a two-level system: master equation description

First, we describe atomic decay through the Lindblad master equation as in [25, 28].
Coupling the atom to the quantized radiation field through the electric-dipole approxima-
tion and rotating-wave approximation, and assuming the field to be in a zero temperature
thermal state (vacuum), the master equation (2.4) in this case reads

ρ̇ = −i[HS , ρ] + Γ

(
σ−ρσ+ −

1

2
{σ+σ−, ρ}

)
(2.6)

where ρ is the state of the two-level system, σ− = |g〉〈e| is the jump operator, σ+ = σ†−
and Γ > 0.

In the {|e〉 , |g〉} basis the state is represented by

ρ =

(
ρee ρeg
ρge ρgg

)
, (2.7)
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where ρij = 〈i| ρ |j〉, ρee(gg) is the population of the excited (ground) state and ρeg,ge are
the coherences. The solution of Eq. (2.6) is then

ρt =

(
e−Γt 0

0 1− e−Γt

)
(2.8)

and correctly captures the fact that, starting from the excited state, population is irre-
versibly transferred to the ground state: ρ0 = |e〉〈e| → ρ∞ = |g〉〈g|. Accordingly, the
probability of finding the system in the excited (ground) state exponentially approaches
0 (1), see Fig. 2.1.

2.2.2 Decay of a two-level system: non-Hermitian description

A second more phenomenological approach to the instability of a state, which is typical
in non-Hermitian physics (see e.g. Ref. [1]) can be formulated as follows.

One can solve the Schrödinger equation corresponding to the free atomic Hamiltonian
HS = ωe|e〉〈e| getting |ψt〉 = e−iωet |e〉 and then introduce an ad hoc complex shift through
the replacement ωe → ωe − iΓ/2 so that pe = |〈ψt|e〉|2 = e−Γt. This shift can of course be
made at the Hamiltonian level HS → (ωe− iΓ/2) |e〉〈e|, so as to introduce a non-Hermitian
Hamiltonian from the beginning.

Such approach correctly reproduces the probability pe of finding the two-level system
in the excited state, however note that pg = |〈ψt|g〉|2 = 0 at any time t. This highlights
how the non-Hermitian description is only an effective one, compared to the Lindblad
master equation. The latter indeed is a completely positive trace-preserving dynamics,
while the former is not, as witnessed in particular by the non-conservation of the norm
|〈ψt|ψt〉|2 = e−Γt. Note that the Lindblad master equation (2.6) correctly predicts that
when the excited-state probability decays the ground-state population grows accordingly.
The latter effect is instead absent in the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian description which
only predicts excited-state decay, without ground-state population growth, see Fig. 2.1.

2.2.3 Connection between master equation and non-Hermitian approach

The general connection between the two approaches can be made more transparent by
rearranging terms in the Linblad master equation (2.4) (subscript S is omitted) as

ρ̇ = −i[H, ρ] +
∑

i

Γi

(
L̂iρL̂

†
i −

1

2
{L̂†i L̂i, ρ}

)

= −i
(
Heff ρ− ρH†eff

)
+
∑

i

ΓiL̂iρL̂
†
i . (2.9)

Here,

Heff = H − i

2

∑

i

ΓiL̂
†
i L̂i (2.10)

is the effective non-Hermitian Hamiltonian. Dropping quantum jumps [last sum in
Eq. (2.9)] one gets

ρ̇ = −i
(
Heffρ− ρH†eff

)
(2.11)

which is equivalent to working with a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian from the beginning [6].

Observe that, being Heff non-Hermitian, Eq. (2.1) implies d
dt 〈Ψt| = iH†eff 〈Ψt| so that

Eq. (2.11) follows.

Of course discarding quantum jumps is as phenomenological as introducing a complex
shift in the energy, and it can be regarded as a semiclassical limit of the full quantum
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Populations of excited and ground state of a two-level system according to the
Lindbladian (a) and the phenomenological non-Hermitian description (b).

dynamics [29]. Furthermore, the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian Heff emerges when dealing
with quantum trajectories and post-selection [29].

In the formalism of quantum trajectories, the state of the system is described by a
stochastic wave function. For trajectories where no quantum jumps occur, the system
evolves according to Heff . On the other hand if a jump occurs, the state abruptly changes
due to the term

∑
i ΓiLiρL

†
i . The Lindblad master equation (2.4) can be regarded as an

average over infinitely many trajectories, i.e. many experimental realizations.
Finally, in order to illustrate the connection between Lindbladian and non-Hermitian

Hamiltonian for the previously introduced decay of a two-level system we can rewrite
Eq. (2.6) as

ρ̇ = −i [(ωe − iΓ/2) |e〉〈e| ρ− ρ(ωe + iΓ/2) |e〉〈e|] + Γσ−ρσ+ . (2.12)

Except for the quantum jump term Γσ−ρσ+, this is equivalent to working with the non-
Hermitian Hamiltonian (ωe − iΓ/2) |e〉〈e|.

2.3 Non-Hermitian mean-field dynamics from Lindblad equa-
tion

In this section we want to show an alternative method to derive non-Hermitian effective
Hamiltonians from a full Lindbladian dynamics.

Consider a quantum system made of N identical bosonic modes âi ([âi, â
†
j ] = δij)

coherently exchanging excitations through the quadratic Hamiltonian

H =
∑

i 6=j
(gij â

†
i âj + H.c.) (2.13)

where all of them are generally subject to local dissipation and incoherent pumping so
that the full Lindblad master equation reads

ρ̇ = −i[H, ρ] +
∑

i

γiD[âi]ρ+ ΓiD[â†i ]ρ. (2.14)

where
D[Â]ρ = ÂρÂ† − {Â†Â, ρ}/2 (2.15)

and γi,Γi > 0. We assumed a rotating frame so as to eliminate the free Hamiltonian term
ω0
∑

j â
†
j âj , with ω0 the frequency of each oscillator.
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We will restrict to the relevant class of Gaussian states, i.e. those states whose charac-
teristic function is Gaussian [30]. These states are completely determined by the mean-field
vector

ψ = (α1, . . . , αN )T , (2.16)

with αi = 〈âi〉, and covariance matrix

σij = 〈ÂiÂj + ÂjÂi〉 − 2〈Âi〉〈Âj〉 , (2.17)

where1 Âi = (â1, . . . , âN , â
†
1, . . . , â

†
N ) [31].

For the Lindbladian in Eq. (2.14) the mean-field dynamics is given by

iψ̇ = Hψ (2.18)

with
H = i(G − L) + C (2.19)

where G = diag(Γ1, . . . ,ΓN ), L = diag(γ1, . . . , γN ) and Cij = gij .
The mean-field dynamics is then a Schrödinger-like equation with a non-Hermitian

Hamiltonian which, as previously discussed, despite having nothing genuinely quantum,
can possess unconventional features like exceptional points or PT symmetry.

A specific instance of such non-Hermitian mean-field dynamics coming from a Lind-
bladian master equation is a gain-loss system [20]. This is a pair of quantum harmonic
oscillators labeled by G and L, whose joint state evolves in time according to the Lindblad
master equation

ρ̇ = −i[g(â†LâG + H.c.), ρ] + 2γLD[âL]ρ+ 2γGD[â†G]ρ (2.20)

which is a particular instance of Eq. (2.14).
Besides the coupling Hamiltonian describing a coherent energy exchange at rate g

between the modes, the dissipators describe a local incoherent interaction with a local
environment: the one on G pumps energy into the system with characteristic rate γG
(gain) while that on L absorbs energy with rate γL (loss).

This system can be implemented in a variety of ways [14], including coupled waveguides
[15], microcavities [32] and in double-quantum-dot circuit QED setups [22]. As for the
general case of N modes, from Eq. (2.20) it follows that the evolution of the mean-field
vector ψ = (〈âL〉, 〈âG〉)T is governed by the Schrödinger-like equation iψ̇ = Hψ with

H =

(
−iγL g
g iγG

)
, (2.21)

which is exactly the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.6) with generally different gain
and loss rate, and a particular instance of Eq. (2.19). If gain and loss are balanced
(γL = γG = γ), H is PT -symmetric. Equations analogous to (2.20) for the full-quantum
description of PT -symmetric systems can be found also e.g. in Refs. [22, 33,34].

1Both mean-field vector and covariance matrix can be written in terms of position and momentum
variables. Here we stick to the representation with ladder operators.
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Chapter 3

Quantum correlations in
non-Hermitian systems

In this chapter, starting from the mean-field dynamics outlined in Sec. 2.3, we will
take a step further and study the full quantum dynamics of the gain-loss system described
by the master equation (2.20). This allows to investigate quantum correlations and we
will show how the EP stands out as a critical point for them. This result can be seen as a
quantum signature of the EP as it separates between asymptotic survival and vanishing of
quantum correlations beyond the usual spectral separation of unbroken (real eigenvalues)
and broken (complex eigenvalues) phases.

3.1 Introduction

To date the most studies on gain-loss dynamics as (2.20), pictorially described in
Fig. 3.1, adopted a classical description (based on Maxwell’s equations in all-optical setups)
as we outlined in Sec. 1.2, thus discarding quantum noise. Recent works yet showed that
a full quantum treatment (beyond mean field) may have major consequences [35–38], but
the exploration of this quantum regime is still at an early stage [37, 39–48]. With regard
to the potential exploitation of PT -symmetric systems for quantum technologies, a major
obstacle is that gain and loss inevitably introduce quantum noise, which is detrimental for
quantum coherent phenomena—most importantly for entanglement [49]. In particular, the
incoherent pumping acting as a gain is not customary in quantum optics settings [50]. This
issue even motivated recent proposals to employ parametric driving in place of gain/loss
to effectively model non-Hermitian systems [38,51].

Notwithstanding, in the last 20years, “cheaper” quantum resources have been discov-
ered, putting lighter constraints on the necessary amount of quantum coherence. Among
these is quantum discord, a type of quantum correlations (QCs) occurring even without
entanglement [52,53]. This extended paradigm of QCs has received great attention for its
potential of yielding a quantum advantage in noisy environments [54]. Notably, a recent
work reported the first experimental detection of such a form of QCs [55] in an anti-PT -
symmetric system featuring similarities with the setup in Fig. 3.1. However, the existence
of a general connection between PT symmetry and QCs dynamics is yet unknown.

In this chapter we provide a detailed study of total and quantum correlations in the
gain-loss setup in Fig. 3.1. A connection emerges between PT symmetry breaking and the
long-time behavior of both total and QCs: these are found to have different scalings in the
PT -broken/unbroken phase and at the EP. This is proven analytically and the underlying
mechanism explained in detail through entropic arguments. In particular, breaking of
PT symmetry is accompanied by the appearance of finite stationary discord. These results
provide a new characterization of phases with unbroken/broken PT symmetry in terms of

17
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Figure 3.1: A pair of quantum oscillators G and L undergoing a coherent exchange energy
with rate g. On top of that, mode G (L) is subject to a local gain (loss) with rate γ. The
mean-field dynamics is described by the PT -symmetric Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.21) with
γG = γL = γ. (Left): when PT symmetry is preserved (γ < g), after some time they will
share only classical correlations (gray halos are not connected). (Right): PT symmetry
breaking (γ > g) is instead accompanied by stationary quantum correlations (gray halos
are connected).

the asymptotic behavior of correlations, whose knowledge requires accounting for the full
quantum nature of the field.

3.2 Second-moment dynamics

As the mean-field dynamics has been discussed in Sec. 2.3, we focus here on the second-
moment dynamics. These describe completely the joint state of the two oscillators as the
dynamics in Eq. (2.20) is Gaussian preserving and we will only consider initial Gaussian
states [30,56].

The two oscillators have an associated quantum uncertainty described by a 4 × 4
covariance matrix. Introducing quadratures

x̂n = 1√
2
(ân + â†n) (3.1)

p̂n = i√
2
(â†n − ân) (3.2)

(with n = G,L), we define the covariance matrix as in Eq. (2.17) with Âi = (x̂L, p̂L, x̂G, p̂G)
[31]. Following a standard recipe [31], the master equation (2.20) implies a Lyapunov
equation for the covariance matrix:

σ̇ = Y σ + σ Y T + 4D (3.3)

with

Y =




−γL 0 0 g
0 −γL −g 0
0 g γG 0
−g 0 0 γG


 (3.4)

and D = 1
2 diag(γL, γL, γG, γG).

On the PT line excluding the EP, that is for γL = γG = γ 6= g, the solution of Eq. (3.3)
under the initial condition σ(0) = 12 ⊗ 12 (product of coherent states) reads

σ11(t) = σ22(t) =
γg2 sinh(2Ωt)

Ω3
− 2γg2t

Ω2
+ 1 ,

σ14(t) = −σ23(t) = −γg
Ω2

+
γ2g sinh(2Ωt)

Ω3
− 2γ2gt

Ω2
+
γg cosh(2tΩ)

Ω2
,

σ33(t) = σ44(t) = −γ
2 + 2γg2t+ g2

Ω2
+

2γ2 cosh(2Ωt)

Ω2
+
γ
(
γ2 + Ω2

)
sinh(2Ωt)

Ω3
,

where
Ω =

√
γ2 − g2 (3.5)
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and all the remaining matrix entries vanish.

The covarance matrix of a single mode coherent state is 12, that is the same of the
vacuum state, because it contains only the noise of the vacuum, indeed

〈0| Ô2 |0〉 = 〈α| Ô2 |α〉 − (〈α| Ô |α〉)2 (3.6)

for Ô = x̂, p̂.

In the unbroken phase, Ω = i
√
g2 − γ2 and hyperbolic functions are turned into oscil-

lating functions of
√
g2 − γ2 t. At the EP γ = g the solution reads

σ11(t) = σ22(t) =
4g3t3

3
+ 1, σ33(t) = σ44(t) =

4g3t3

3
+ 4g2t2 + 4gt+ 1,

σ14(t) = −σ23(t) =
4g3t3

3
+ 2g2t2 ,

with all the remaining matrix entries being zero. Although exact analytical solution of
Eq. (3.3) for unbalanced gain-loss rates can be found, their expressions are not reported
here since these are lengthy and uninformative.

As this will be relevant for the following discussion, we compute the mean energy of
joint and reduced states from the covariance matrix as E = Trσ and EL(G) = TrσL(G),
respectively. On the PT line and in the long-time limit, they scale as

EUP(t) ≈ 8g2γ

g2 − γ2
t , EL,UP(t) ≈ 1

2
EUP(t) , (3.7)

EEP(t) ≈ 16g3

3
t3 , EL,EP(t) ≈ 1

2
EEP(t) , (3.8)

EBP(t) ≈ 2γ2 (γ + Ω)

Ω3
e2Ωt , EL,BP(t) ≈ g2γ

2γ2(γ + Ω)
EBP(t) , (3.9)

where UP and BP stand for unbroken and broken PT symmetry, respectively.

3.3 Correlation measures

A measure of the total amount of correlations between âG and âL is provided by the
mutual information

I = SG + SL − S , (3.10)

that is the difference between the sum of local entropies

SL(G) = −Tr(ρL(G) log ρL(G)) , (3.11)

with ρL(G) = TrG(L)ρ, and the entropy of the joint system S = −Tr(ρ log ρ) [49, 57]. It
follows that I = 0 if and only if ρ = ρL ⊗ ρG. The amount of QCs is instead measured by
the so-called quantum discord [52–54]

DLG = SG − S + min
Ĝk

∑

k

pkS(ρL|k) , (3.12)

where minimization is over all possible quantum measurements {Ĝk} made on subsystem
G. A measurement outcome indexed by k collapses the joint system onto

ρL|k = TrG(Ĝkρ)/pk , (3.13)
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with probability pk. Let us observe that discord is in general asymmetric1, i.e., DLG 6=
DGL, which is the typical case for our system [see Fig. 3.2]. The difference I −DLG repre-
sents the maximum amount of information that can be extracted about L only performing
local measurements on G. For this reason, discord captures QCs beyond entanglement,
as it is in general nonzero for separable states [54]. Therefore, correlations between the
modes are completely classical only if both DLG and DGL vanish.

In the case of Gaussian states, the optimization in (3.12) can be restricted to Gaus-
sian measurements (Gaussian discord) [58], yielding a closed-form, although cumbersome,
expression for D [59, 60]. In order to provide a simpler analytic formula we replace the
von Neumann entropy by the Rényi-2 entropy S(%) = − log Tr(%2) in each expression [61].
For Gaussian states, it has been shown that the choice of Rényi-2 entropy leads to well-
behaved correlation measures [62]. Nevertheless, we numerically checked that all of the
results (in particular asymptotic scalings) are qualitatively unaffected if von Neumann en-
tropy is used instead. The fact that discord detects QCs more general than entanglement
is condensed in a simple property: states such that D > log 2 are entangled (log 2 →1 if
von Neumann entropy is used) [60].

One of the main advantages of Gaussian states is that all the previously discussed
correlations can be readily calculated through the covariance matrix, especially in terms
of the Rényi-2 entropy. The general form of σ generated by Eq. (3.3) with an initial
product of coherent state features 2× 2 blocks

σ =

(
L C
CT G

)
, (3.14)

where L = diag(σ11, σ22), G = diag(σ33, σ44) and

C =

(
0 σ14

σ23 0

)
(3.15)

describe uncertainties affecting the local fields L and G and cross-correlations, respectively.
While von Neumann entropy requires the knowledge of the symplectic eigenvalues of σ,
the Rényi-2 entropy for Gaussian states is simply given by

S(σ) =
1

2
ln |σ| , (3.16)

with |σ| ≡ det(σ). The entropies of the reduced states of L and G are similarly obtained
as S(L) and S(G).

3.4 Correlations dynamics for balanced gain and loss

We consider here the dynamics of correlations when each oscillator n = L,G starts in
a coherent state

|αn〉 = e(αâ†n−α∗ân) |0〉 . (3.17)

The initial covariance matrix is thus simply σ0 = 14. The covariance matrix evolves
through (3.3) and we can then compute the time evolution of both correlation measures
I and D, for which we can obtain exact and compact expressions.

Before going on with quantum discord, a comment about entanglement, as this is
generally the longstanding measure of QCs. We verified that it is indeed always zero in our
dynamics. As mentioned earlier, discord detects QCs more general than entanglement. For
Gaussian discord, this is condensed in a simple property: Gaussian states with D > log 2

1Parity is a minimal requirements for symmetric discord.
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(1 with von Neumann entropy) are entangled. In our setup, discord never goes beyond
this threshold (see Fig. 3.2) and we checked that the state is never entangled as ν̃− > 1 at
any time (ν̃− is the smallest symplectic eigenvalue of the partially transposed covariance
matrix [60]). Besides these analytical results, absence of entanglement at any given time is
justified by the fact that the coupling Hamiltonian acts like a beam-splitter, and therefore
cannot entangle coherent states, and that the two gain/loss channels are local.

Coming back to quantum discord, (3.12) admits a global minimum for all possible
parameter values, corresponding to a phase-insensitive (heterodyne) measurement. Intu-
itively, this property can be related to the absence of any coherent drive: the dynamics
in (2.20) is U(1)-symmetry-preserving and therefore favors the conditioning of phase-
insensitive measurements over phase-sensitive ones; this in turn makes the latter subopti-
mal for the generation of QCs.

Fig. 3.2 shows the typical time behavior of mutual information I (a) and discord D (b)
in the UP (green line), at the EP (blue) and in the BP (red). Correlations, including QCs,
are created on a typical time scale τ of the order of ∼ g−1 or less. and stationary QCs occur
only when the dynamics is unstable, as we will shortly discuss. It is therefore important
from an experimental point of view to compute the transient time τ , namely the time it
takes for QCs to reach a relevant percentage of their asymptotic value. We focus here on the
PT line in broken phase and define τLG as that time satisfying DLG(τLG) = 90%DLG(∞),
with an analogous definition for τGL. From Fig. 3.3, we see that both τ ’s are of the order of
g−1. We numerically checked that this holds true besides the PT -broken phase whenever
asymptotic discord is finite. As discussed in the following, transient generation of QCs is
common in noise-driven multipartite systems. In the long-time limit, instead, correlations
show a peculiar behavior, which we next analyze for each phase.

In the UP, I approaches a finite value while exhibiting secondary oscillations at fre-
quency 2

√
g2−γ2, while discord slowly decays until it vanishes. Their asymptotic expres-

sions are given by

I ≈ log

(
g2

g2 − γ2

)
, DLG,DGL ≈

γ

2g2t
, (3.18)

(throughout the symbol ≈ indicates the long-time limit) showing that quantum discord
displays a power-law decay in this phase. Therefore, in the UP asymptotic correlations
are completely classical, i.e., they do not involve any quantum superposition. This may
seem to contradict the well-known property that Gaussian states such that I = 0 are all
and only those with zero discord [60]. That property yet holds for systems with bounded
mean energy, while the present dynamics is unstable on the whole PT line.

When PT symmetry is broken instead, the behavior of long-time correlations changes
drastically. Mutual information now increases linearly as I ≈ 2Ω t, while QCs tend to a
finite value given by

DLG ≈ log

(
γ(γ + Ω) + g2

2γ2

)
, DGL ≈ log

(
γ(3γ + Ω)− g2

2γ2

)
. (3.19)

Thus in the BP stationary QCs are established, despite the noisy action of gain/loss and
the dynamics being unstable. Jointly taken, Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) show that the nature
of asymptotic correlations is different in the two phases. In each phase, stationary finite
correlations occur, but these are purely classical in the UP (where I converges, while
D → 0) and purely quantum in the BP.

Finally, a critical behavior occurs at the EP with the correlations scaling as

I ≈ log

(
4g2

3
t2
)
, DLG,DGL ≈

1

gt
. (3.20)

Thus, while discord scales as in the UP phase (yet with a different pre-factor, cf. (3.18)),
the growth of mutual information is now logarithmic. Remarkably, the EP is the only
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point on the PT line such that I → ∞, D → 0 (purely classical and diverging correla-
tions). Thus, for balanced gain and loss, the EP can be regarded as the most classical
configuration of the system.

Fig. 3.2(c) shows the long-time QCs on the PT line. In the BP, DGL(∞) monotonically
grows with γ asymptotically approaching the entanglement threshold, while DLG(∞) takes
a maximum followed by a long-tail decay. A critical behavior occurs at the EP (on the
boundary between regions of zero and non-zero discord) since

D ∼ (γ/g − 1)
1
2 (3.21)

for γ > g while
D = 0 (3.22)

for γ ≤ g.
All the results and plots in Fig. 3.2 are for an initial coherent state (covariance matrix

σ0 = 14). Yet, we gathered numerical evidence that mutual information and discord
exhibit analogous long-time behaviors if different (Gaussian) initial states are chosen. This
is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 where we set γG = γL = γ (PT line) and plot mutual information
and DGL versus time for three different choices of initial state: a coherent state, a two-
mode squeezed state and a two-mode squeezed thermal state, whose general covariance
matrix (in quadrature basis) has the form

σ0 =

(
(cosh r (nG + nL + 1) + nL − nG)12 sinh r (nG + nL + 1)σz

sinh r (nG + nL + 1)σz (cosh r (nG + nL + 1) + nG − nL)12

)

(3.23)
where σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
, r is the squeezing parameter and nL(nG) is the mean number of

photons in mode L(G). Note that changing the initial states does not even affect the
numerical asymptotic value except for the BP where a little discrepancy between different
initial states arises. We checked that this discrepancy disappears if Von Neumann entropy
is used instead of Rényi-2 entropy.

3.5 Physical mechanisms behind generation of correlations

Generation of QCs during the transient dynamics can be understood noticing that the
coupling Hamiltonian acts on the modes like a beam splitter. When acting on |αL〉⊗|αG〉,
this term alone cannot correlate the modes, only mixing their amplitudes [63]. The same
holds for the loss term. The gain process, on the other hand, turns a coherent state into
a mixture

|α〉〈α| →
∫
d2α′P (α′)

∣∣α′
〉〈
α′
∣∣

with P (α′) ≥ 0 (coherence reduced) [64]. The combined action of gain and beam splitter
on |αL〉〈αL| ⊗ |αG〉〈αG| turns it into

∫
d2α′GP (α′G)

∣∣α̃′L
〉〈
α̃′L
∣∣⊗
∣∣α̃′G

〉〈
α̃′G
∣∣

where both α̃′L(G) depend on both α′L(G). Although not entangled, such a state is generally

discordant because coherent states form a non-orthogonal basis [65]. We observe that an
analogous effect is obtained if the gain is replaced by a local thermal bath. Indeed, the
ability of some local non-unitary channels to favor creation of discord was demonstrated
in [54]. For instance, local gain or loss can create QCs starting from a state featuring only
classical correlations (a process which is not possible for entanglement) [66–69], which was
experimentally confirmed in Ref. [70].
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Table 3.1: Asymptotic behavior of entropies S and SL(G) for balanced gain-loss rates.

The special nature of this dynamics mostly arises from the long-time behavior of cor-
relations. To shed light on it, we first show that discord can be expressed in the form

DLG = log

(
1 +

eI − 1

eSG + 1

)
, (3.24)

(with an analogous expression for DGL). This identity, which we now prove, holds true for
any Gaussian state generated by (2.20) and subject to a local heterodyne measurement.

Despite the fact that a closed expression for bipartite Gaussian quantum discord can
be obtained, this is generally lengthy and uninformative regardless of the chosen entropy
measure. However, in our dynamics with an initial product of coherent states, the isotropy
of the problem suggests that the measurement which maximizes discord is likely to be
phase-insensitive. Indeed, it can be checked that heterodyne detection (i.e., projection
onto coherent states) is the optimal measurement. In our dynamics it can also be checked
that cross correlations are always smaller than local uncertainties (this is of course not true
for any Gaussian state). These facts allow us to write quantum discord as in Eq. (3.24)
according to the following lemma.

Lemma. For a heterodyne measurement Gaussian discord with Rényi-2 entropy of a
Gaussian state as in Eq. (3.14) whose cross correlations are smaller than local uncertainties
(i.e., |C| <

√
|L|
√
|G|) can be written as

DLG = log

(
1 +

eI − 1

eSG + 1

)
, DGL = log

(
1 +

eI − 1

eSL + 1

)
. (3.25)

Proof. A heterodyne measurement on G turns the covariance matrix (CM) into

σ|G =

(
L C
CT G+ σM

)
(3.26)

where σM = 12 is the CM of the measurement outcome [30]. Let

L̃ = L− C(G+ σM )−1CT (3.27)

be the Schur complement and let us denote |A| ≡ det(A). Using the definition of Gaussian
discord with Rényi-2 entropy [61]

DLG =
1

2
log

(
|L̃| |G|
|σ|

)
(3.28)

we get

DLG =
1

2
log

(
|G|

|G+ σM |
|G+ σM | |L̃|

|σ|

)
=

1

2
log

( |G|
|G+ σM |

|σ|G|
|σ|

)
.
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Now using the assumption |C| <
√
|L|
√
|G| we can write

DLG =
1

2
log

(
e2SG

(eSG + 1)2

(eS + eSL)2

e2S

)
= log

(
1 +

eI − 1

eSG + 1

)
.

An analogous proof holds for DGL.

Using (3.25) we plot asymptotic discord in Fig. 3.5.

Together with I = SG + SL − S, (3.24) allows to explain the dynamics of classical
and QCs in terms of a competition among global and local entropies. The long-time
expressions of S and SL(G) are provided in Table 3.1. All of these diverge in time (either
logarithmically or linearly depending on the phase). Hence, (3.24) simplifies to

DLG ≈ log
(

1 + e−(S−SL) − e−SG
)
, (3.29)

which shows that the survival of QCs depends on the difference S − SL alone. Using
the expressions in Table 3.1, (3.29) yields exactly the scalings in Eqs. (3.18), (3.19) and
(3.20).

In the UP, SG and SL grow at the same rate and their sum is almost equal to the global
entropy S. Their difference is small (showing this requires sub-leading contributions not
shown in Table 3.1) and yields a constant I in the long-time limit. (3.24) then entails
that discord vanishes. In the BP, instead, the gain process dominates the entropy balance
and the total entropy is slaved to the local one, S ≈ SG. This then implies I ≈ SL. On
top of that, the divergences of S and SL cancel out, so that S − SL is convergent, in turn
entailing a finite value of QCs via (3.29).

As mentioned previously, any two-mode Gaussian state with finite mean energy sat-
isfies D 6= 0 ⇔ I 6= 0 [60]. This property can be retrieved from (3.24) when SG is
finite. Notwithstanding, for SG → ∞, discord can vanish asymptotically even if I does
not (e.g. in the UP and at EP, see Fig. 3.2).

3.6 Dynamics of correlations beyond the PT line

To complete our study, we address the rich dynamics of correlations beyond the
PT line, i.e., for unbalanced gain and loss (γL 6= γG). The phase portrait in Fig. 3.6
displays five distinct dynamical regimes, obtained by applying standard stability analysis.
Indeed, the Schrödinger-like equation for the mean-field ψ̇ = −iHψ is nothing but a two
dimensional linear dynamical system whose asymptotic behavior is fully characterized by
the eigenvalues

λ± =
1

2
(γG − γL ±

√
(γG + γL)2 − 4g2) (3.30)

of −iH. If λ+λ− < 0 then the origin O = (0, 0) is a saddle point for the dynamical system.
If both λ± are real numbers then O is a source (sink) if both λ± > 0 (λ± < 0), otherwise O
is a repulsive (attractive) spiral if both Reλ± > 0 (Reλ± < 0). The boundaries separating
regions with different behaviors are exactly the PT line (γL = γG < g), the hyperbola
(γLγG = g2) and the EP line (γL + γG = 2g), as shown in Fig. 3.6.

Accordingly, the long-time behavior of the CM is determined by the Lyapunov stability
criterion: equation

Y σ∞ + σ∞Y
T + 4D = 0 (3.31)

has a (finite) solution if and only if the eigenvalues of Y have negative real parts. We

observe that, by expressing the CM in terms of ladder operators Âi = (âL, âG, â
†
L, â
†
G)
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(instead of quadratures as in the main text), matrix Y entering Eq. (3.4) turns into

Ỹ =

(
−iH 0

0 iH†
)
. (3.32)

The eigenvalues of Y are thus same as those of Ỹ (as a unitary transformation preserves
the spectrum) and are in turn the same as those of matrix −iH with a double degeneracy.
Therefore the CM dynamics mimics that of the Schrödinger-like equation for the mean-
field: it admits a stationary value for Reλ± < 0 [regions III+IV in Fig. 3.6 ], otherwise it
diverges.

The regions in Fig. 3.6(a) are limited by the PT line, the EP line γL+γG = 2g and the
hyperbola γLγG = g2. There is a stable region (III+IV), where both distinct eigenvalues
λ± of matrix Y (cf. (3.4)) have negative real part (note that for g > γG, if γL is large
enough the dynamics becomes unstable). This is the usual bounded-energy region featur-
ing non-zero stationary values of I and D. Symmetric to that is a totally unstable region
(I+II), where both Reλ± > 0. Remarkably, this whole region is characterized by asymp-
totically vanishing discord [cf. Fig. 3.6(c)]. The EP line separates two kinds of divergence
(convergence) in the totally unstable (stable) region: below this line repulsive (attractive)
spirals occur, and sources (sinks) above it. In conclusion, there is an unstable region (V)
(saddle points) with linearly divergent I and stationary QCs [cf. (b) and (d)]. Eq. (3.29)
can be directly applied to the unstable regions beside the PT line to explain the behavior
of QCs. Yet another remarkable feature is that the region (I+III+IV) is characterized by
asymptotic finite values of I. In particular, in region I, I displays extremely long-lived
oscillations [see Fig. 3.6(a)].

3.7 Summary

In this chapter, through a fully master equation description, we investigated the dy-
namical behaviors of total and quantum correlations in a typical gain-loss system ex-
hibiting mean-field PT -symmetric physics. Starting from a coherent state, QCs without
entanglement are created and, in a large region of parameter space, approach to a non-
zero value. For balanced gain and loss, and in the long-time limit, distinct PT symmetric
phases exhibit dramatically different time scalings of both total and quantum correlations.
This points to a new distinction between phases with unbroken/broken PT symmetry in
the dynamics of entropic quantities, whose knowledge requires accounting for the full
quantum nature of the field.

In terms of quantum technologies, stationary QCs beyond entanglement (occurring
e.g. in the unbroken phase) are potentially appealing in that this form of correlations
have found several applications in recent years, [71,72] such as information encoding [73],
remote-state preparation [74], entanglement activation [75–78], entanglement distribu-
tion [79–82], quantum metrology and sensing [83] and so on. This suggests that quan-
tum noise could embody a resource, rather than a hindrance, to the exploitation of PT -
symmetric systems for useful applications. This is indeed one of the major points we will
make in Chapter 5 (and in the whole thesis), though from a different perspective.
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(c)

Figure 3.2: Dynamics of mutual information and quantum correlations on the PT line
(γL = γG = γ). This includes the unbroken phase (UP) γ < g, the exceptional point (EP)
γ = g and the broken phase (BP) for γ > g. (a) and (b): Mutual information I (a) and
discord DLG (b) for γ = g/2 (UP, green), γ = 3g/2 (BP, red) and γ = g (EP, blue). A
qualitatively analogous behavior is exhibited by DGL. (c): Asymptotic value of discord,
DLG(∞) (yellow) and DGL(∞) (purple).
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Figure 3.3: Transient time τLG (yellow) and τGL (purple) in units of g−1 versus gain/loss
rate γ in units of g.
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Figure 3.4: Typical time behavior on the PT line of mutual information (top panels) and
discord DGL (bottom) for different choices of the initial state as in (3.23): coherent (blue,
r = 0, nL = nG = 0), two mode squeezed (red, r = 0.5, nL = nG = 0) and two mode
squeezed thermal (green, r = 0.5, nL = 3, nG = 7) state. The three columns represent
UP (γ = g/2), EP (γ = g) and BP (γ = 3g/2).
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Figure 3.5: Long time QCs as measured by DLG (a) and DGL (b) on the plane γG − γL
(in units of g). PT line, EP and hyperbola are highlighted to clarify the relation with
Fig. 3.6. The plots are the generalizations of Fig. 3.2(c) [i.e. the PT line] to the general
case of unbalanced gain an loss.
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Figure 3.6: (Left): Stability diagram for the dynamics ruled by (2.20) with generally
unbalanced gain and loss. (Right): Typical time evolution of the mutual information [(a),
(b)] and discord [(c), (d)] corresponding to the points highlighted in the diagram.



Chapter 4

Cavity and waveguide QED: a
brief review

In this chapter we make a brief overview about light matter interaction in cavity-QED
and waveguide QED, providing the minimal tools necessary for the next chapter. We focus
our attention on the so-called atom-photon dressed states and on the effective atom-atom
Hamiltonian mediated by a photon.

4.1 Introduction

One of the many milestones in the field of quantum optics, i.e. light-matter interaction
at the quantum level, has been the realization of coherent interaction between atoms
(matter) and single modes of the electric field (light) [84]. This is best represented in cavity
QED (quantum electrodynamics), that is a setup where an atom (or many) interacts with
a protected cavity mode.

On the one hand, atoms can be modeled as pseudo-spins, i.e. two-level quantum sys-
tems (qubits). We label the two states as |g〉 and |e〉 as for ground and excited, respectively,
with energy difference ωe. This is of course an approximation, based on the assumption
that other transitions to other energy levels are negligible with respect to the |g〉 ↔ |e〉
transition.

On the other hand, the spatial confinement of the electric field in a cavity with volume
V and mirrors’ distance L has two major consequences:

(i) only one mode â of the field can be taken into account (the cavity mode)1,

(ii) the atom-field coupling g is enhanced.

Indeed, the energy spacing among field modes is proportional to L−1 and g ∝ V −1/2 [85].
Therefore, under dipole and rotating wave approximations [86], the cavity QED Hamil-

tonian describing a single atom interacting with a single cavity mode, the so called Jaynes-
Cummings model, reads

HJC = ωeσ
†σ + ω0â

†â+ g (σ†â+ H.c.) (4.1)

where ω0 is the energy of mode â (recall that we set ~ = 1) and σ = |g〉〈e|. The last
term in Eq. (4.1) describes the coherent exchange of excitation between the atom and the
cavity.

The number of excitations N̂ = σ†σ + â†â is a constant of motion ([N̂ ,HJC] = 0),
therefore HJC can be block diagonalized in each subspace spanned by {|g, n〉 , |e, n− 1〉},

1Confinement leads to quantization. Then, only the resonant mode is relevant in the atom-light inter-
action, the others being far detuned.
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where the first (second) entry in the ket represents the atomic (photonic) state. These
states are the bare modes of the system, that is the eigenstates of the free Hamiltonian
H0 = HJC − g(σ†â + H.c.). As in any two-dimensional system, interaction modifies the
energy splitting, as the eigenvalues become

E±,n = nω0 + ∆±
√

∆2 + g2n (4.2)

with ∆ = (ωe − ω0)/2 (atom-cavity detuning). The corresponding eigenstates are a pair
of atom-photon dressed states2:

∣∣Ψ+
n

〉
= cos θ2 |g, n〉+ sin θ

2 |e, n− 1〉 (4.3)∣∣Ψ−n
〉

= − sin θ
2 |g, n〉+ cos θ2 |e, n− 1〉 (4.4)

with θ = arctan(g
√
n/∆) being the mixing angle.

In the absence of interaction the two levels would be resonant. In the presence of the
interaction, we see from Eq. (4.2) that the energy splitting depends on the interaction
strength and on the detuning. Two separate regimes can then be considered.

For large detuning ∆ � g, first-order processes are ineffective hence energies are
slightly perturbed and so are the eigenstates. For small detuning ∆ � g the interaction
is of first order (for zero detuning the degeneracy is lifted), and eigenstates are given by
substantially superposing the bare eigenstates. Furthermore, vacuum-Rabi oscillations
occur, whose amplitude is higher in strong coupling regime (∆� g) than those occurring
in weak coupling.

As an example, considering the single excitation subspace (which will be the relevant
one also in the following), we can write the energies in Eq. (4.2) as

E± = ω0 + ∆±
√

∆2 + g2 (4.5)

and

|+〉 = cos
θ

2
|g〉|1〉+ sin

θ

2
|e〉|vac〉 (4.6)

|−〉 = − sin
θ

2
|g〉|1〉+ cos

θ

2
|e〉|vac〉 (4.7)

where |vac〉 is the ground state of the field and |±〉 =
∣∣Ψ±1

〉
. This particular case shows

how these atom-photon dressed states can be thought of as one excitation shared by the
atom and the field.

4.2 QED in structured photonic lattices

In recent years it has been possible to realize experimentally setups that are a gener-
alization (theoretically speaking) of the one presented in the previous section. Instead of
considering an emitter coupled to the field where all three dimensions are localized (cavity
QED), a new paradigm of light-matter interaction, that of waveguide QED, where only 2
dimensions are localized, has been established. In this scenario a single atom is interacting
with a 1D continuum of modes.

The experimental challenge is coherently coupling one or more emitters to the field,
so that the preferred decay channel is that into the waveguide instead of the surrounding
free space. This can be achieved in several platforms such as cold atoms coupled to the
evanescent field of a nanofiber [87] or superconducting qubits coupled to transmission
lines [88,89].

2The atom is no longer naked, as it is dressed by the photon
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Figure 4.1: Pictorial representation of a structured photonic lattice (waveguide). The
array is composed of N → ∞ unit cells, with nearest neighbor couplings. Each cell
contains the same couplings pattern between Nc <∞ cavities (green dots).

The waveguide QED model we will consider is that of two-level systems coupled to a
one-dimensional array of coupled cavities as in Refs. [90–92]. In recent years it was shown
how a structured array can exhibit many unconventional properties [92,93]. By “structured
array” we specifically mean, as in Ref. [94], one where each unit lattice cell couples to
nearest-neighbor unit cells, allowing any possible couplings among cavities within the unit
cell3.

The full Hamiltonian of the system is then

H = He +Hf +Hint (4.8)

The first term is the free emitters Hamiltonian, which for Ne emitters reads

He = ωe

Ne∑

i=1

σ†iσi (4.9)

where σi = |g〉i〈e|.
The second term in Eq. (4.8) is the Hamiltonian of the field of the structured array. We

will adopt the same notation as in Ref. [94] so that we consider a one-dimensional lattice
made of N unit cells, each of them containing Nc cavities; an,α describes the photonic
excitation in the αth cavity within the nth unit cell, see Fig. 4.1. As we are considering
all possible kinds of interactions inside a unit cell, writing the field Hamiltonian in real
space would result in a cumbersome expression. We then consider the limit N →∞ limit
and take periodic boundary conditions so as to write the free field Hamiltonian in Fourier
space as

Hf =
∑

k

(
ã†k,1, . . . , ã

†
k,Nc

)
hf(k)




ãk,1
...

ãk,Nc


 (4.10)

where ãk,α = 1√
N

∑
n e
−iknan,α, α = 1, . . . , Nc, and

hf(k) = ω01Nc +




δ1(k) f12(k) . . . f1Nc(k)
f∗12(k) δ2(k) . . . f2Nc(k)
. . . . . . . . . . . .

f∗1Nc
(k) f∗2Nc

(k) . . . δNc(k)


 (4.11)

is the Hamiltonian in Fourier space and ω0 is the free energy of each cavity (the free

cavities’ Hamiltonian is ω0
∑

n,α a
†
n,αan,α). We can set ω0 = 0 as the energy reference so

that we can discard free cavity dynamics.

3Everything is Hermitian up to now, we will add non-Hermiticity later on.
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Diagonalizing hf(k) one gets D(k) = Uhf(k)U † where D(k) = diag[E1(k), . . . , ENc(k)],
Eα(k)’s being the bands of the lattice.

This way the field Hamiltonian can be put in diagonal form

Hf =
∑

k

Ψ†kD(k)Ψk (4.12)

where
Ψ†k =

(
ã†k,1, . . . , ã

†
k,Nc

)
U † . (4.13)

The structure of this photonic bath stems from the fact that, having bands, then
band gaps may occur. Band gap closings, by tuning a system parameter, is a way for
distinguishing between different topological phases [92,95].

The final term in Eq. (4.8) describes the atom-cavity interaction under the same as-
sumptions of Sec. 4.1. We write here the kind of interaction where a single emitter can in
principle exchange excitation with multiple cavities (giant atom) with hopping rate g

Hint = g

Ne∑

i=1


σ†i

Ni∑

j=1

anj ,αj + H.c.


 (4.14)

where Ni is the number of coupling points of atom i: if Ni = 1 then it is locally coupled to
one cavity, otherwise it is a giant atom [96] (usually two are considered). This interaction
is of Jaynes-Cummings type, see Eq. (4.1)

4.2.1 Atom-photon dressed states

In Sec. 4.1, we saw how in cavity QED the eigenstates of the system are given by
a superposition of atomic and photonic bare states, that is how the photon dresses the
atom. In particular the lower energy dressed state in the Jaynes-Cummings model in the
single-excitation subspace can be written to first order in g as

|−〉 = |e〉 |0〉 − g

2∆
|g〉 |1〉 . (4.15)

That is, the atomic eigenstate |e〉 is modified by the interaction acquiring a small photonic
part. In the one-excitation sector one usually adopts a lighter notation where |e〉 is the
state with the excitation being in the atomic component and the field in the vacuum,
i.e. |e〉 |vac〉. The state |n〉 is instead the one where the excitation is in the nth cavity,

i.e. a†n |g〉 |vac〉.
Analogous considerations hold in waveguide QED. Without atom-interaction the bare

eigenstates are |e〉 and {|k〉} where the latter are field’s eigenstates4. Indeed, when the
atom-field interaction is turned on (weak coupling)5, the bare eigenstates change as [97]6

|e〉 → |Ψµ〉 ≡ |e〉+ g |ϕph〉 = |e〉+ g Ĝf(ωµ) |n, α〉 , (4.16)

|k〉 →
∣∣k+
〉
≡ |k〉+ Ĝ+(ωk)Hint |k〉 . (4.17)

with energies ωµ and ωk, respectively.

4Observe that since the photonic lattice is translationally invariant, |k〉 are obtained through Bloch’s
theorem and are delocalized wave functions spread on the entire lattice. Moreover, even under open
boundary conditions (N < ∞), if N is sufficiently large the eigenstates are still delocalized wavefuction
spread on the lattice. Therefore, the profile of free photonic eigenstates does not change substantially from
periodic to open boundary condition for a sufficiently large lattice. We highlight this property here as this
dramatically changes for a special class of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians [4].

5We consider here local coupling for simplicity.
6We are being sketchy on purpose here.
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In these equations

Ĝ(z) =
1

z −H (4.18)

is the Green’s function [97] of Hamiltonian H (same goes for the Green’s function Ĝf(z)
corresponding to Hf). Eq. (4.16) expresses the fact that, as in Eq. (4.15), the bare atomic
eigenstate acquires a photonic component

|ϕph〉 = Ĝf(ωµ) |n, α〉 , (4.19)

where ωµ’s are the discrete poles of Ĝ(z), that is the energies of these new eigenstates
|Ψµ〉 (they are generally more than one), and |n, α〉 labels the lattice site of the cavity to
which the atom is coupled to.

Similarly, Eq. (4.17) expresses how the unbound modes |k〉 are modified by the in-
teraction (g is hidden into Hint) and ωk are the corresponding energies (observe that
in thermodynamic limit |k+〉’s are eigenstates of H with the same energies ωk’s of the
unperturbed modes |k〉’s), while

Ĝ+(ωk) = lim
ε→0

Ĝ(ωk + iε) . (4.20)

The single photon dressed states |Ψµ〉 are responsible for non-Markovian behaviors of
atomic decay such as Rabi oscillations [91] and fractional decay [92,98]. Finally, they can
mediate interactions in the case of many emitters coupled to the waveguide.

4.2.2 Dipole-dipole mediated Hamiltonian

In the case of many emitters coupled to the same photonic bath, which are not di-
rectly coupled to each other, it turns out that their common environment can mediate
an interaction among them [99–102]. Indeed, one of the interests in waveguide QED is
devising unconventional atom-atom interaction by properly structuring the photonic bath
they are coupled to. A recent example of this has been the realization of topological in-
teraction in a tight-binding photonic lattice with staggered coupling (SSH model) [92,93].
By placing the atomic frequency in the middle of the bandgap it is possible to implement
a topologically dependent coherent interaction among atoms [92].

The dipole-dipole interaction is mediated by the previously described atom-photon
dressed states [90, 93, 103] following this scheme: emitter i induces its own dressed state
|Ψi〉; if emitter j is coupled to the (nj , αj)th cavity and 〈nj , αj |Ψi〉 6= 0 then emitter j
is coupled to emitter i, with coupling strength proportional to the overlap 〈nj , αj |Ψi〉,
and vice versa. More specifically, as we will discuss in the following chapter, the effective
atomic Hamiltonian H has matrix elements

Hij = g 〈ni, αi|Ψj〉 (4.21)

describing the hopping amplitude from emitter j to emitter i.

In light of the discussion in the previous section, it is important to highlight the relation
between H and the normal modes of the bare lattice. As discussed in Ref. [94], assuming
for simplicity local atom-cavity coupling of the form

Hint = g

Ne∑

i=1

(
σ†i ani,αi + H.c.

)
(4.22)
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we get

Hij = 〈vac|σiHint
1

∆−Hf
Hintσ

†
j |vac〉

= 〈vac|σiHint

∑

k

|k〉〈k| 1

∆−Hf

∑

k

|k〉〈k|Hintσ
†
j |vac〉

=
∑

k

〈vac|σiHint |k〉 〈k|Hintσ
†
j |vac〉

∆− ωk
= g2

∑

k

〈ni, αi|k〉 〈k|nj , αj〉
∆− ωk

(4.23)

where |vac〉 is the vacuum state of the whole atom-field system, ∆ is the atomic frequency
(it is not very relevant for the point we want to make here) and the completeness relation
has been used [cf. Eq. (1.3)] with |k〉’s being the eigenstates of Hf.

Eq. (4.23) highlights the fact that the interaction among emitters i and j depends on
the overlap of the corresponding cavities they are coupled to with the normal modes of the
bare field. Of course Eqs. (4.23) and (4.21) are equivalent as going on with the calculations
in Eq. (4.23) one gets

Hij = g2 〈ni, αi|
∑

k

|k〉〈k|
∆− ωk

|nj , αj〉 = g2 〈ni, αi| Ĝf(∆) |nj , αj〉 = g 〈ni, αi|Ψj〉 (4.24)

where we used Eq. (4.16) and set the atomic energy in resonance with the dressed state
(∆ = ωµ). As discussed in the previous section, if the photonic lattice is large enough, the
normal modes change only slightly in passing from periodic to open boundary conditions7.
This is intuitive from the physical viewpoint, as the interaction between two emitters deep
in the bulk cannot depend on the boundary conditions of the field8.

Notwithstanding, regardless of how fancy and complicated the photonic lattice struc-
ture, the mediated atom-atom coupling will be either reciprocal, so that besides dissipation
terms (possibly appearing if atoms couple to modes with velocity, that is if the atomic
energy lies in a band), the induced emitter Hamiltonian is always Hermitian, or, if non-
reciprocal, interactions will typically be long-range [104,105].

In addition, a general result under our working hypothesis shows that the interaction
strength decreases exponentially with emitter-emitter distance [94], since the photonic
component is typically exponentially localized.

7Except for edge modes, if any.
8This property matters as for a certain class of non-Hermitian tight binding lattices, in passing from

periodic to open boundary conditions, the bulk eigenstates’ profile can change drastically, a phenomenon
known as non-Hermitian skin effect [4]. This behavior may change the single elements in the sum in
Eq. (4.23), however the coupling is obtained by summing over all possible contributions.



Chapter 5

Exotic QED in a non-Hermitian
waveguide

In the previous chapter we always assumed that the whole system, atoms and waveg-
uide, was closed. Indeed the Hamiltonian appearing in Eq. (4.8) is Hermitian.

The results we are going to discuss in this chapter concern instead the case where non-
Hermiticity comes into the game. This is not just a philosophical question, but actually
well motivated by the following facts:

(i) whenever one considers an array of coupled cavities it is always important to assess
how the observed effects are affected by dissipation on the cavities [91],

(ii) it has been shown how patterned dissipation (that is, only some specific cavities are
assumed to have a low Q factor) and reservoir engineering can lead to non-reciprocity
in specific models [4, 106],

(iii) a non-uniform dissipation pattern yield exceptional points in the non-Hermitian
field Hamiltonian. This last point was a major motivation for the following study as
the harnessing of exceptional points in quantum nanophotonics, currently of great
interests [8].

5.1 Introduction

The dissipation of energy into an external environment is traditionally regarded as a
detriment in physics as it usually spoils the presence of several phenomena, particularly
quantum coherence. As we outlined in the previous chapters, a longstanding tool for
describing detrimental effects are non-Hermitian (NH) Hamiltonians [28].

In recent years it was realized and experimentally confirmed that systems described by
NH Hamiltonians can exhibit under suitable conditions a variety of exotic phenomena [6,
14]. Among these are: coalescence of eigenstates at exceptional points [8] (cf. Chap. 2),
unconventional geometric phase [107], breakdown of bulk-boundary correspondence [108],
critical behavior of quantum correlations around exceptional points [20, 55, 109], non-
Hermitian skin effect [110].

As a consequence, well-established concepts as the Bloch theory of bands and even the
very notion of “bulk” may require a revision in non-Hermitian physics [111]. Such NH
effects are widely studied in several areas (such as mechanics, acoustics, electrical circuits,
biological systems) [6] and, most importantly in view of what we are going to show here,
optics and photonics [112,113].

35
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In this chapter, we investigate NH physics in a setup where a set of emitters (such
as atoms, superconducting qubits or resonators) are coupled to a photonic lattice, imple-
mented by an array of coupled cavities [91,99,100,102,103,114–121].

The range and strength of these second-order interactions come from the profile of
atom-photon dressed states (usually arising within photonic bandgaps) which in turn
depends on the lattice structure [122]. Experimental realizations have been demonstrated
in various architectures such as circuit QED [123–125], cold atoms coupled to photonic
crystal waveguides [126] and optical lattices [127,128].

Assessing the effect of photon leakage in quantum optics setups is a routine task, even
through NH Hamiltonians (see e.g. Ref. [116]), the typical configuration considered is
that of uniform losses.

In contrast, here we consider an engineered pattern of photonic losses so as to affect
the photonic normal modes’ profile. The basic question we address is whether and to what
extent shaping the field structure through patterned leakage (besides photonic hopping
rates) can affect the nature of atom-photon interactions, hence photon-mediated couplings.

In light of the discussion at the end of the previous chapter, we know this might be the
case for two reasons at least: normal modes might be highly affected by the field’s boundary
conditions and, most importantly, in non-Hermitian Hamiltonians left eigenstates are not
the bras of right eigenstates. The generalization of Eq. (4.23) to a non-Hermitian bath
Hamiltonian becomes

Hij = g2
∑

k

〈ni, αi|kR〉 〈kL|nj , αj〉
[∆− ωk] 〈kL|kR〉

(5.1)

where |kR,L〉 are the right and left eigenstates of Hf, i.e.

Hf |kR〉 = ωk |kR〉 (5.2)

〈kL|Hf = ωk 〈kL| (5.3)

and the biorthogonal completeness relation

1 =
∑

k

|kR〉〈kL|
〈kL|kR〉

(5.4)

has been used.
Considering a paradigmatic case study, we will show that photons can mediate dissi-

pative non-reciprocal interactions between the emitters with unconventional features such
as:

(i) loss-dependent interaction range (from purely long-range to purely nearest-neighbour),

(ii) formation of short- and long-range metastable atom-photon dressed states

(iii) insensitivity to the field boundary conditions (BCs).

5.2 Setup and Hamiltonian

The setup we consider [see Fig. 5.1(a)] comprises a composite 1D photonic lattice
(coupled-cavity array), whose unit cell consists of a pair of cavities labeled by a and
b. Importantly, only b cavities are dissipative, the associated loss rate being γ. By denot-
ing with an (bn) the bosonic annihilation operator of cavity a (b) in the nth cell, the bare
Hamiltonian of the field reads (we set ~ = 1)

Hf =
N∑

n=1

[
t1a
†
nbn +

t2
2

(
a†nbn+1 + b†nan+1 − ia†nan+1 + ib†nbn+1

)
+ H.c.

]
− iγb†nbn . (5.5)
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J � �/2
<latexit sha1_base64="fBCcRbIBZbXDZPRHqIm0VrFZOdY=">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</latexit>

↵
<latexit sha1_base64="suJcrAie16vL/ruP5/vTtXA6k98=">AAADrXicjVJLb9QwEHY3PEp5beEGF4sVEgdYkrJ0u7cKLhyL1G0rbZaV40wSq44dxd5uV1Ykfg1X+Dv8GxwnLd3QAyN59Gnmm/G8ooIzpX3/91bPu3P33v3tBzsPHz1+8rS/++xEyWVJYUoll+VZRBRwJmCqmeZwVpRA8ojDaXT+ufafXkCpmBTHel3APCepYAmjRFvTov8i1HCpXR6jhFxVBoeEFxnB1aI/8Ie+E/wvCFowQK0cLXZ7JowlXeYgNOVEqVngF3puSKkZ5VDthEsFBaHnJIWZhYLkoObGfV7h19YS40SW9gmNnfVmhCG5Uus8ssyc6Ex1fbXxVl9t0VJytVGAKbK1YvQ/jLP4ghWqLfayqXazFZ0czA0TxVKDoE0nyZJjLXE9chyzEqjmawsILZkdBqYZKQnVdjEb30eR5LFNLmBFZZ4TEZvwuJoFc+PWZAZBZb0xJHbbzc6I0OxdYoedrTKmoTJlGlXGH04+vsXXer8TlGZS6Q5/7JhW28V26JkUsI5h9Zc8cjQXMeqQ6/uSnJFu5v3bMjcX54hX+Q4a3SUWdYsQ3yz6KmLSZHbnOnGCGzAetWASXJ/ryd4w+DDc+zoaHH5qD3cbvUSv0BsUoDE6RF/QEZoiir6jH+gn+uW996Ze6H1rqL2tNuY52hAv/QMJ9DBf</latexit> �

<latexit sha1_base64="zp790OzIWIlK44TYQSBpTTI5/M0=">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</latexit>

(a)

a

<latexit sha1_base64="mTyBPai00/dAqEjLQkgXw7Psjgc=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiRSqF1ZcOOyBfuANpTJdNIOnUzCzESooV/gVvfuxK1/49Yv8BOcJhW0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5twpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo6JEEtomEY9kz8eKciZoWzPNaS+WFIc+p11/er3wu3dUKhaJWz2LqRfisWABI1gbqYWH5Ypj1zOgnNSqS1J3kWs7GSpXn5ChOSx/DEYRSUIqNOFYqb7rxNpLsdSMcDovDRJFY0ymeEz7hgocUuWl2aFzdGaUEQoiaUpolKk/J1IcKjULfdMZYj1Rq95C/Nfzw5XNOrj0UibiRFNB8sVBwpGO0CIFNGKSEs1nhmAimbkdkQmWmGiTVSkLJf8c/SXfoXQubLdq11vVSqOapwNFOIFTOAcXatCAG2hCGwhQeIBHeLLurWfrxXrNWwvWcuYYfsF6+wKE1ZVI</latexit>

b

<latexit sha1_base64="KA50lU7EMCK5tgKRFi49axCvZ3w=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiRSqF1ZcOOyBfuANpTJdNIOnUzCzESooV/gVvfuxK1/49Yv8BOcJhW0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5twpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo6JEEtomEY9kz8eKciZoWzPNaS+WFIc+p11/er3wu3dUKhaJWz2LqRfisWABI1gbqeUPyxXHrmdAOalVl6TuItd2MlSuPiFDc1j+GIwikoRUaMKxUn3XibWXYqkZ4XReGiSKxphM8Zj2DRU4pMpLs0Pn6MwoIxRE0pTQKFN/TqQ4VGoW+qYzxHqiVr2F+K/nhyubdXDppUzEiaaC5IuDhCMdoUUKaMQkJZrPDMFEMnM7IhMsMdEmq1IWSv45+ku+Q+lc2G7VrreqlUY1TweKcAKncA4u1KABN9CENhCg8ACP8GTdW8/Wi/Watxas5cwx/IL19gWGaZVJ</latexit>

cell

emitter

g

<latexit sha1_base64="J8kF+eyoxq5fZZjcbxmkZghtO+U=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkoseiF48t2FpoQ9lsJ+3azSbsboQS+gu8eFDEqz/Jm//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IBFcG9f9dgpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoreNUMWyxWMSqE1CNgktsGW4EdhKFNAoEPgTj25n/8IRK81jem0mCfkSHkoecUWOl5rBfrrhVdw6ySrycVCBHo1/+6g1ilkYoDRNU667nJsbPqDKcCZyWeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1H42P3RKzqwyIGGsbElD5urviYxGWk+iwHZG1Iz0sjcT//O6qQmv/YzLJDUo2WJRmApiYjL7mgy4QmbExBLKFLe3EjaiijJjsynZELzll1dJ+6Lq1aqXzVqlfpPHUYQTOIVz8OAK6nAHDWgBA4RneIU359F5cd6dj0VrwclnjuEPnM8fzw2M8w==</latexit>

a

<latexit sha1_base64="mTyBPai00/dAqEjLQkgXw7Psjgc=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiRSqF1ZcOOyBfuANpTJdNIOnUzCzESooV/gVvfuxK1/49Yv8BOcJhW0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5twpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo6JEEtomEY9kz8eKciZoWzPNaS+WFIc+p11/er3wu3dUKhaJWz2LqRfisWABI1gbqYWH5Ypj1zOgnNSqS1J3kWs7GSpXn5ChOSx/DEYRSUIqNOFYqb7rxNpLsdSMcDovDRJFY0ymeEz7hgocUuWl2aFzdGaUEQoiaUpolKk/J1IcKjULfdMZYj1Rq95C/Nfzw5XNOrj0UibiRFNB8sVBwpGO0CIFNGKSEs1nhmAimbkdkQmWmGiTVSkLJf8c/SXfoXQubLdq11vVSqOapwNFOIFTOAcXatCAG2hCGwhQeIBHeLLurWfrxXrNWwvWcuYYfsF6+wKE1ZVI</latexit>

b

<latexit sha1_base64="KA50lU7EMCK5tgKRFi49axCvZ3w=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiRSqF1ZcOOyBfuANpTJdNIOnUzCzESooV/gVvfuxK1/49Yv8BOcJhW0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5twpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo6JEEtomEY9kz8eKciZoWzPNaS+WFIc+p11/er3wu3dUKhaJWz2LqRfisWABI1gbqeUPyxXHrmdAOalVl6TuItd2MlSuPiFDc1j+GIwikoRUaMKxUn3XibWXYqkZ4XReGiSKxphM8Zj2DRU4pMpLs0Pn6MwoIxRE0pTQKFN/TqQ4VGoW+qYzxHqiVr2F+K/nhyubdXDppUzEiaaC5IuDhCMdoUUKaMQkJZrPDMFEMnM7IhMsMdEmq1IWSv45+ku+Q+lc2G7VrreqlUY1TweKcAKncA4u1KABN9CENhCg8ACP8GTdW8/Wi/Watxas5cwx/IL19gWGaZVJ</latexit>

a

<latexit sha1_base64="mTyBPai00/dAqEjLQkgXw7Psjgc=">AAAB+HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiRSqF1ZcOOyBfuANpTJdNIOnUzCzESooV/gVvfuxK1/49Yv8BOcJhW0euDC4Zx7ufceP+ZMacd5twpr6xubW8Xt0s7u3v5B+fCoo6JEEtomEY9kz8eKciZoWzPNaS+WFIc+p11/er3wu3dUKhaJWz2LqRfisWABI1gbqYWH5Ypj1zOgnNSqS1J3kWs7GSpXn5ChOSx/DEYRSUIqNOFYqb7rxNpLsdSMcDovDRJFY0ymeEz7hgocUuWl2aFzdGaUEQoiaUpolKk/J1IcKjULfdMZYj1Rq95C/Nfzw5XNOrj0UibiRFNB8sVBwpGO0CIFNGKSEs1nhmAimbkdkQmWmGiTVSkLJf8c/SXfoXQubLdq11vVSqOapwNFOIFTOAcXatCAG2hCGwhQeIBHeLLurWfrxXrNWwvWcuYYfsF6+wKE1ZVI</latexit>

emitter

J/2
<latexit sha1_base64="01YRDfdNeJegOp/EKgx3iz6OPts=">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</latexit>

iJ/2
<latexit sha1_base64="7hT3DowUDuoBDXxRv9P47hdT1q8=">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</latexit>

�iJ/2
<latexit sha1_base64="83YP6ofDiWiAs40GCn/LsO5pXfY=">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</latexit>

J
<latexit sha1_base64="sr+1UtkjZcZQyuf0O+v0xWJmai8=">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</latexit>

�i�
<latexit sha1_base64="TObQSosh+Ph2YW4oMYzfWcSVliw=">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</latexit>

�i�/2
<latexit sha1_base64="IeaVX6K+ov3fElt6sOQU/tdTVMg=">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</latexit>

�i�/2
<latexit sha1_base64="IeaVX6K+ov3fElt6sOQU/tdTVMg=">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</latexit>
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Figure 5.1: (a): Setup: photonic lattice with unit cell comprising a pair of cavities labeled
a (lossless) and b (lossy). Each quantum emitter is locally coupled to a lossy cavity.
(b): Same setup as (a) in the picture defined by the unitary (intra-cell) transformation
(5.8). All cavities are now lossy with uniform loss rate γ/2 while intra-cell couplings are
non-reciprocal. The bare photonic lattice is a non-Hermitian generalization of the SSH
model. Each emitter now couples to the lattice at two different sites whose respective
couplings differ by a π/2 phase. (c): Schematics of the bare field Hamiltonian Hf (odd
N) under open BCs (open loop) and the corresponding induced effective Hamiltonian of
the emitters, Heff (closed loop) for Ne = N , and γ = 2J . Both Hamiltonians feature fully
non-reciprocal couplings but with opposite chirality, where Heff in particular implements
a dissipative Hatano-Nelson model. Remarkably, Heff is translationally invariant despite
the bare field (hence the total system) breaks translational invariance.
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with N the numbers of lattice cells. We will mostly be concerned with the case t1 = t2 = J
for which Hf becomes

Hf =
J

2

N∑

n=1

[
a†nbn+1 + b†nan+1 − ia†nan+1 + ib†nbn+1 + 2a†nbn + H.c.

]
− iγ

N∑

n=1

b†nbn . (5.6)

We will consider the general case in Eq. (5.5) only when the parameters t1,2 will be kept
explicit. The first four terms in Eq. (5.6) describe the interaction between neighbouring
cells, i.e. the a-a and b-b horizontal couplings and the a-b diagonal couplings with strength
J/2 [see Fig. 5.1(a)]. The fifth term and its Hermitian conjugate describe the intra-cell
interaction, i.e. the vertical a-b couplings (strength J), whereas the last term accounts for
the local losses on b cavities.

Note that for γ = 0 we would have H†f = Hf, namely field’s non-Hermiticity comes
only from the local losses on b cavities (the overall setup is then passive). Model (5.6) is
well-known in the non-Hermitian physics literature as Lee model [4, 108], though usually
considered with local gain on one sublattice and local losses on the other.

5.2.1 Energy spectrum of the bare photonic lattice

Before going on, we want to highlight spectral properties of the bare field alone. A
distinctive and counterintuitive feature of certain non-Hermitian tight-binding models,
more precisely those having a point gap spectrum under periodic BCs [129], is a high
sensitivity of the spectrum to boundary conditions (BCs) [4]. Indeed, one can check that
under periodic BCs the spectrum of (5.5) is topologically non-trivial exhibiting a line gap
(for t2 6= t1) and a point gap (for γ > 0), see Fig. 5.2.

On the contrary, the spectrum under open BCs is always trivial in terms of point-
gap topology. This discrepancy implies that the appearance of EPs depends on the BCs:
under periodic BCs Hf is always diagonalizable, while under open BCs it exhibits an EP
at γ = 2t1 (i.e. at γ = 2J for t1 = t2 = J as considered in the main text).
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Figure 5.2: Energy spectrum of the bare lattice. Under periodic BCs the field energy
spectrum can exhibit a line and point gap [t2 = 2t1, γ = t1] (cyan). High sensitivuty to
BCs is manifest in that the spectrum of the field under open BCs (red) is a topologically
different curve in the complex (Re[E], Im[E]) plane.

5.2.2 Atom-photon interaction

The system we want to consider comprises Ne identical two-level quantum emitters
(“atoms”), each locally coupled under the rotating wave approximation to a dissipative
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cavity b [see Fig. 5.1(a)]. The total Hamiltonian is thus

H = Hf +

Ne∑

i=1

g (σ†i bni + b†niσi) (5.7)

with ni the cavity directly coupled to the ith atom and where σi = |g〉i〈e| is the pseudo-spin
ladder operator of the ith atom with |g〉 and |e〉 respectively the ground and excited states.

The free atoms and cavities’ Hamiltonian are respectively ωe
∑

i σ
†
iσi and ω0

∑
n(a†nan +

b†nbn), but we take ω0 = 0 as energy reference and set the atoms in resonance with the
cavities ωe = ω0.

The physical properties which we are going to focus on involve only a single excitation
and are thus insensitive to the nature of ladder operators σi of the emitters, which could
thus be thought as cavities/oscillators themselves [130, 131]. This system may as well be
implemented in an all-photonic scenario.

A key feature of the bare photonic lattice [cf. Fig. 5.1(a) and Hamiltonian Hf] is that,
for γ 6= 0, photons propagate preferably from right to left in a non-reciprocal fashion. Thus
losses endow the structure with an intrinsic left-right asymmetry. It is possible to show
that, in the lossless case, the complex a− a couplings energetically favor left propagating
photons and the b− b couplings favour right propagating ones.

Indeed, under the standard Peierls substitution (see e.g. Refs. [132]), the kinetic energy
associated to a hopping term is minimized by the momentum k = θ, where θ is the complex
phase of the hopping amplitude, which is θ = −π/2 for the a−a couplings and θ = π/2 for
the b−b couplings. Turning on dissipation (i.e. for γ 6= 0) the left-right symmetry is broken
because right-propagating photons (lying predominantly on b sites) are more subject to
dissipation than left-propagating ones. This effectively results in photons propagating
leftwards with higher probability than rightwards.

5.2.3 Mapping to a non-Hermitian SSH lattice

Such a dissipation-induced non-reciprocity, which was shown also in other lattices (see
e.g. Ref. [106, 133]), can be formally derived by performing the field transformation [4]
{an, bn} → {αn, βn} with

an = 1√
2
(αn − iβn) , bn = − i√

2
(αn + iβn) . (5.8)

This unitary transformation, which is local in each unit cell in that it mixes cavity modes
an and bn, defines a new picture where the free field Hamiltonian now reads [see Fig. 5.1(b)]

H ′f =
∑

n

[(
J +

γ

2

)
α†nβn +

(
J − γ

2

)
β†nαn + J (α†n+1βn + H.c.)

]
− iγ

2

∑

n

(α†nαn + β†nβn).

(5.9)
This tight-binding Hamiltonian is a non-Hermitian version of the Su–Schrieffer–Heeger

(SSH) model [4, 134]. In contrast to the original picture, H ′f presents uniform loss on all
cavities with rate γ/2. Notably, intra-cell couplings are now explicitly non-reciprocal for
non-zero γ: the hopping rate of a photon from site αn to βn differs from that from βn to
αn (respectively J + γ

2 and J − γ
2 ). Inter-cell couplings J are instead reciprocal.

Whenever γ 6= 0 [non-zero cavity leakage in the original picture, see Fig. 5.1(a)] the
mapped lattice features an intrinsic chirality (i.e. non-reciprocity) as the rate of photon
hopping depends on the direction (rightward or leftward). At the critical value γ = 2J ,
corresponding to an exceptional point (EP) of the bare lattice [108] (as anticipated above),
the intra-cell couplings are fully non-reciprocal (all couplings αn → βn vanish). Thus at
this EP photons can only propagate leftwards.
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Figure 5.3: Field dynamics during spontaneous emission. (a)-(c): Spatial profile of photon

density |〈ηn| |Ψt〉 |2 versus time, where |Ψt〉 = e−iHt |Ψ0〉, |ηn〉 = |g〉 η†n |vac〉, η = a, b
[referring to the original picture of Fig. 5.1(a)]. In the plots, we re-indexed cavities in a
way that neutral (lossy) cavities are labeled by odd (even) site indexes. We set g = 0.1J
and N = 100 with the atom coupled to the lossy cavity of cell n = 15 [see Fig. 5.1(a)].
Time is measured in units of Γ−1 with Γ = g2/(4J). The atom’s excited-state population
pe = |〈e|〈vac| |Ψt〉 |2 decays exponentially as pe(t) = e−Γt. (d): Functional dependence
of Ploc, PR and PL on the loss rate γ/J (where each probability is rescaled to the sum
PL + Ploc + PR). Here, Ploc is the time-averaged probability to find the photon in the cell
where the atom lies or the right nearest-neighbour cell (four cavities overall), while PL

(PR) is the probability to find it in the remaining left (right) part of the lattice. We set
an average time tav ∼ 20J−1 with g small enough such that tav < Γ−1.

Consider the total Hamiltonian in the new picture, which using (5.8) reads [cf. Eqs. (5.7)
and (5.9)]

H ′ = H ′f +

Ne∑

i=1

g√
2

(
σ†i (βni − iαni) + H.c.

)
. (5.10)

Remarkably [see Fig. 5.1(b)] in the new picture the atom-photon interaction is no longer
local as each atom is coupled to both cavities α and β of the same cell (the atom is now
giant, see Sec. 4.2). The corresponding (complex) couplings have the same strength but,
importantly, a π/2 phase difference.

In conclusion, in the picture defined by (5.8), the system presents:

(i) uniform losses,

(ii) intra-cell non-reciprocal photon hopping amplitudes,

(iii) bi-local atom-field coupling with a π/2 phase difference.

These three factors together are the key to the occurrence of the phenomena we are going
to discuss.

5.3 Spontaneous emission of one emitter

We first consider only a single emitter (Ne = 1) and study spontaneous emission (initial
joint state |Ψ0〉 = |e〉 |vac〉 with |vac〉 the field’s vacuum state) and we set g � J (weak
coupling). If γ = 0 (no loss), the bare lattice is effectively equivalent to a standard tight-
binding model with uniform nearest-neighbour couplings [see Fig. 5.1(b)] yielding a single
frequency band of width 2J with the atomic frequency at its center. Figs. 5.3(a)-(c) show
the time evolution of the photon density profile across the photonic lattice for different
loss rates γ, while the atom’s excited-state population decays exponentially as pe = e−Γt

with Γ = g2/(4J) (not shown in the figure; see caption for details).

In the Hermitian limit γ = 0 (no loss), chiral emission occurs in that the photon
propagates predominantly to the right. This is a known effect [135] due to the bi-local
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coupling with a π/2 phase difference in the picture of Fig. 5.1(b), which effectively sup-
presses the interaction of the emitter with left-going modes of the field. As the loss rate
γ is increased, the behaviour substantially changes [see Figs. 5.3(b)-(c)]. Based on the
previously discussed non-reciprocity of intra-cell couplings [see Fig. 5.1(b)], one might now
expect the emitted photon to propagate away mostly to the left (in contrast to the γ = 0
case). This behaviour is generally exhibited only by a tiny fraction of emitted light.

Instead, a significant part localizes within a very definite region of the lattice and
eventually leaks out on a long time scale of the order of Γ−1 � γ−1. This light localization
dominates for γ = 2J [see Fig. 5.1(c)], and at this value it strictly occurs in two cells only:
the one directly coupled to the atom and the nearest neighbour on the right. This is
illustrated in Fig. 5.3(d), where the time-averaged fraction of light localization in these
two cells (Ploc) is plotted versus γ/J along with the fraction lying in the remaining left
and right part of the lattice (PL and PR, respectively). Observe that Ploc reaches its
maximum at the EP, where PR = 0 and PL ' 0 (for g → 0, PL → 0).

5.4 Many emitters

We consider first two quantum emitters and describe the (dissipative) dynamics of
excitation transfer between them when one is initially in the excited state and the other
is in the ground state. We again set γ = 2J [see Fig. 5.1(b)], so that the photonic lattice
features an intrinsic leftward chirality.

If the emitters lie in nearest-neighbour cells [see Fig. 5.4(a)], an excitation initially on
the left atom is partially transferred to the right atom with a characteristic rate ∼Γ with
both emitters eventually decaying to the ground state (transfer is only partial because of
dissipation). Remarkably, as shown in Fig. 5.4(b), the reverse process does not occur: if
the excitation now sits on the right emitter, this simply decays to the ground state with
the left atom remaining unexcited all the time.

Therefore, the field mediates a completely non-reciprocal (dissipative) interaction be-
tween the atoms. One might expect this second-order interaction to straightforwardly fol-
low from the aforementioned intrinsic non-reciprocity of the bare lattice [recall Fig. 5.3(b)
for γ = 2J ]. However, note that the directionality resulting from Figs. 5.4(a) and (b) is
rightward in opposition to that of the lattice which, as said, is leftward [cf. Fig. 5.3(b)]. In
the following, we will show that the lattice unidirectionality is indeed a key ingredient for
such a non-reciprocal atomic crosstalk, but – remarkably – not the only one.

Besides being non-reciprocal, the emitters’ effective interaction is exactly limited to
atoms sitting in nearest-neighbor cells. This can be checked [see Figs. 5.4(c) and (d)] by
placing the emitters in any pair of non-nearest-neighbor cells, in which case, no matter
what atom is initially excited, no transfer occurs. A relevant exception to this behavior yet
appears when the lattice is open and atoms sit just on the two opposite edge cells. In this
configuration [see Figs. 5.4(e) and (f)], counter-intuitively, the coupling is again non-zero
and fully non-reciprocal. The related strength and directionality is the same (up to a sign)
as if the lattice were periodic and the two edge emitters were sitting in nearest-neighbor
cells [see Figs. 5.4(a) and (b)].

Analogous results to those in Fig. 5.4 are valid also for many emitters, in particular in
the case Ne = N (one atom per unit cell). Fig. 5.5 is the N -atom analogue of Fig. 5.4(f):
it shows how an excitation initially on the Nth atom (the one on the right edge cell) is
first transferred to atom 1 (sitting on the left edge), then atom 2, then 3 and etc. This
behavior is of course compatible with nearest-neighbor non-reciprocal (rightward) effective
couplings between the atoms where – notably – the emitters on the edges couple to one
another as if the lattice were translationally invariant (ring). In fact, it can be checked
that plots in Fig. 5.5 remain identical if the lattice is now subject to periodic BCs (no
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Figure 5.4: Excitation transfer between two quantum emitters. We consider a pair of
quantum emitters (Ne = 2) and set J = γ/2. We plot the time behavior of the emitter
1’s excited-state probability p1 (blue line) and that of emitter 2, p2 (red) for the initial
state |Ψ0〉 = |e〉1 |g〉2|vac〉 [panels (a), (c), (e)] and |Ψ0〉 = |g〉1 |e〉2|vac〉 [panels (b), (d),
(f)], where p1 = |1〈e| 2〈g|〈vac| |Ψt〉 |2 and an analogous definition holds for p2. The inset
in each panel shows the cells where the emitters are coupled to: nearest-neighbour cells
[panels (a) and (b)], non-nearest-neighbour cells in the bulk [panels (c) and (d)], edge cells
[panels (e) and (f)]. We set g = 0.1J .
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Figure 5.5: Many-emitter excitation transfer. We set Ne = N = 9 (one emitter/cell) and
plot versus time the excited-state probability of atoms n = 1 (red line), n = 2 (black),
n = 3 (yellow) and n = 9 (cyan) when atom n = 9 (sitting on the lattice right edge) is
initially excited. We set g = 0.1J .

edges) as one would expect.

5.5 Effective Hamiltonian

These exotic dynamics are well-described by the effective Hamiltonian of the emitters,
which for a bare lattice with periodic BCs reads

Heff =
∑

ij

Hninj σ+
i σj (5.11)

with

Hm 6=n= i 4g2J
(γ−2J)m−n−1

(γ+2J)m−n+1
, Hmm=−i g2

γ+2J
(5.12)

where periodic BCs of Heff are understood, i.e. in (5.12) any n is equivalent to n+N , so
that Heff is traslationally invariant.

This non-Hermitian effective Hamiltonian can be derived analytically in the weak-
coupling Markovian regime (g � J) through a straightforward non-Hermitian generaliza-
tion [130] of the standard resolvent method [28, 94, 97]. For γ > 0 and N � λ, where we
defined the interaction range λ as

λ−1 = − ln

∣∣∣∣
γ − 2J

γ + 2J

∣∣∣∣ , (5.13)

the elements of Hmn above the main diagonal vanish (i.e. for m < n). Therefore, emitter-
emitter couplings are non-reciprocal with rightward chirality for all γ > 0. On the other
hand, the interaction range λ is strongly dependent on γ (see Fig. 5.6). For γ = 0 (no
dissipation) λ diverges, showing that couplings are purely long-range [see matrix plot in
Fig. 5.6(b)]: all possible pairs of emitters are coupled with the same strength (in modulus)
[135] [this can be checked from (5.12) for γ → 0]. As γ increases, the interaction range
reduces until it vanishes at the lattice EP γ = 2J – where it exhibits a critical behaviour
(see cusp) – and then rises again as γ > 2J . The zero occurs because at γ = 2J [cf. (5.12)
for γ → 2J ] Hm>n is non-zero only for m = n+ 1 where it takes the value

Hn+1,n = ig2/(4J) = iΓ ≡ H1N (5.14)
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Figure 5.6: Photon-mediated couplings between emitters. (a): Interaction range of Heff

(see main text) versus γ. (b) and (c): Matrix plot of Hmn [cf. (5.12)] (imaginary part)
for γ = 0 (b) and for γ = 2t1 (c) in units of g2 (the real part vanishes). In panel (c),
note the upper right corner witnessing that Heff is translationally invariant. All plots are
independent of the lattice boundary conditions.

[see matrix plot in Fig. 5.6(c)]. Therefore, at this point in parameter space, besides being
effectively periodic (see above), the non-reciprocal interaction between the emitters is
exactly limited to nearest neighbors: this then is an implementation, cf. Secs 1.2.2- 4.2.2,
of the Hatano-Nelson model [136] with fully non-reciprocal hopping rates and uniform on-
site losses under periodic BCs. The results in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 fully reflect these properties.

Even more notably and counter-intuitively, it can be demonstrated [see following sub-
sections] that, if N is odd, Heff is insensitive to the BCs of the lattice (matching the
results of Fig. 5.5). In other words, even if the lattice is subject to open BCs (ring with a
missing cell) Heff is nevertheless given by (5.11). For even N , the hopping rate across the
missing cell is modified by just an extra minus sign [see following subsections]. Fig. 5.1(c)
sketches the open lattice for Ne = N (one atom per cell) and γ = 2J : both Hf and Heff

present fully-non-reciprocal couplings yet with opposite directionality and, moreover, Heff

is periodic while Hf is not. We therefore get in particular that photons are able to mediate
translationally-invariant interactions between the atoms despite the field (hence the total
system) lacking translational invariance.

The reminder of this section is dedicated to the derivation of Heff via the resolvent
method. It is a rather technical section that can be skipped without affecting readability.

5.5.1 Derivation of Heff via the resolvent method

A counter-intuitive property of Heff is its insensitivity to BCs. We will therefore sepa-
rately consider both periodic and open BCs and show that the resulting effective Hamil-
tonian, up to a phase factor is indeed the same in the two cases. It is quite expected, and
indeed well-known, that in many Hermitian short-ranged tight-binding models a change
in the BCs does not affect the interaction between emitters when both of these sit far
away from the boundaries. However, a striking feature of the present model is that this
behavior occurs even for emitters sitting next to the edges. In the most extreme case,
two emitters lying on the two opposite ends of the open lattice interact as if they where
sitting next to each other in a lattice subject to periodic BCs. Note, however, that this
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property strictly depends on the weak-coupling approximation, which requires g � J/
√
N

(for t1 = t2 = J).

In light of the previous discussion, in weak-coupling conditions, the effective Hamilto-
nian Heff of a set of emitters coupled to cavities bni and bnj , respectively, can be calculated
as [28,92,130]

Heff =
∑

ij

Hninjσ+
i σ
−
j (5.15)

with

Hnm ' g2 〈0| bmĜ(E)b†n |0〉 (5.16)

where E is the bare frequency of the emitters and

Ĝ(E) :=
1

E −Hf
(5.17)

is the resolvent operator of the bare lattice (we drop subscript ‘f’ to simplify the notation),
cf. Sec. 4.2.2. For technical reasons, in the derivation of the Heff we need to keep t1 6= t2,
and we will obtain the case in the main in the limit t1 → t2 = J . We will next derive
the effective Hamiltonian first when the lattice is subject to periodic boundary conditions
(PBCs). Afterward, we will enforce open boundary conditions (OBCs) by introducing an
infinite on-site energy (detuning) in a unit cell of the lattice under PBCs. This effectively
removes the cell from the periodic lattice, thus effectively turning the geometry into OBCs.
In the remainder, we will set E = 0 in the calculation of the resolvent (namely we set the
energy zero to the emitters’ frequency).

5.5.2 Calculation of the effective Hamiltonian under PBCs of the lattice

Due to translational invariance, the lattice Hamiltonian under PBCs can be expressed
in its Fourier representation as

HPB
f =

N−1∑

k=0

Φ̃†qk · H̃(eiqk) · Φ̃qk , Φn :=
1√
N

N−1∑

j=0

Φ̃qke
−iqkx , qk :=

2πk

N
. (5.18)

where Φn := (an, bn)T and

H̃(eiq) =

(
−t2 sin q t1 + t2 cos q

t1 + t2 cos q t2 sin q − iγ

)
(5.19)

is the single particle Hamiltonian in quasi-momentum representation. Correspondingly,
the (single-particle) PBCs resolvent in the real-space representation is given by

GPB(m− n) := −〈0|Φm
1

HPB
Φ†n |0〉 = − 1

N

N−1∑

j=0

eiqk(m−n)

H̃(eiqk)
. (5.20)

The above expression can be calculated by resorting to the residue theorem as

GPB(n) =
1

2πi

∮

γ
dw

wn

wN − 1
F (w) , F (w) := − 1

wH̃(w)
, with eiq → w ∈ C

(5.21)
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where 0 ≤ n < N and the path of integration γ = ∪kγk is the collection of small circles
γk centered on eiqk 1 and it is crucial that none of the poles of F (w) coincides with qk for
k = 0 . . . N − 1 (see Fig. 5.7). The expression for F (w) is

✕

✕

✕

✕

✕

✕
✕

✕

✕eiqk

eiq0

eiqN−1

γm

γ0✕✕✕ w0w1 w−1

γN−1

Im w

Re w

Figure 5.7: Path of integration- Sketch of the path of integration for the integral repre-
sentation (5.21) of the resolvent GPB under PBCs. The path γ = ∪kγk is the collection
of small circles γk centered on eiqk with qk = 2πk

N and k = 0 . . . N − 1. Function F (w)
has three poles, |w−1| < 1, w0 = 0 and |w1| ≥ 1 which are distinct from all the poles
{qk}N−1

k=0 unless N is an even integer and t1 = t2. For t1 = t2 the pole w1 = −1, which
for even values of N coincides with eiqN/2 . In this case, the derivation of GPB needs to be
performed with t1 6= t2 and Heff is eventually calculated in the limit t1 → t2 (see previous
section).

F (w) =
W (w)

P (w)
W (w) :=

(
iγw − i t22 (w2 − 1) t1w + t2

2 (w2 + 1)
t1w + t2

2 (w2 + 1) i t22 (w2 − 1)

)
, (5.22)

where P [w] := Det[−wH̃(w)] = aw(w − w1)(w − w−1) and a = −t2
(
t1 + γ

2

)
, where

w0 = 0 , w±1 = − t
2
1 + t22 ±

√
∆

t2 (2t1 + γ)
with ∆ = (t21 − t22)2 + γ2t22 , (5.23)

are the roots of P (w). The roots {wj}1j=−1 are the poles of F (w) whose residues Gj =
Res
wj

[F (w)] are given by

G0 =
1

2t1 − γ

(
i 1
1 −i

)
, G±1 = ∓W (w±1)

w±1

√
∆
. (5.24)

For γ > 0 and t1 > 0, one can check that |w−1| < 1 and |w1| ≥ 1, where the latter
inequality is saturated only when t1 = t2, in which case

w1 ' −1 , w−1 ' κ , where κ :=
γ − 2t

γ + 2t
. (5.25)

1If f(w) is analytic in eiqk , one can easily show that

1

2πi

∮
γm

dw

w

f(w)

wN − 1
= Res

eiqk

1

w

f(w)

wN − 1
= lim
w→eiqk

1

w

w − eiqk
wN − 1

f(w) = lim
u→1

1

u

u− 1

uN − 1
f(ueiqk )

= lim
u→1

N−1∑
q=0

uqf(ueiqk ) = Lf(eiqk )
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One can exploit the residue theorem again to calculate the integral in (5.21) as the residue
at infinity minus the sum of the residues on poles different from eiqk , i.e.

GPB(n) := −Res
∞

[
wn

wN − 1
F (w)

]
−

1∑

j=−1

Res
wj

[
wn

wN − 1
F (w)

]
. (5.26)

For n < N , the residue at infinity vanishes, since

Res
∞

[
F (w)

wn

wN − 1

]
= −Res

0

[
w−2F (w−1)

w−n

w−N − 1

]
= Res
∞

[F (w)] lim
w→0

wN−n

1− wN = 0 ,

(5.27)

where we used the fact that Res
∞
F (w) < ∞, since F (w) is analytic except for a finite

number of isolated poles. The PBCs resolvent in real-space representation is then given
by

GPB(n) =
∑

j

wnj

1− wNj
Gj 0 ≤ n < N , (5.28)

where Gj are the residues of F (w) given in (5.24).

For the case t1 ' t2, we define J and δ such that t1 = J(1 − δ) and t2 = J(1 + δ).
Notice that as δ → 0, the factor 1

1−wN1
behaves differently with even and odd number of

unit cells, with 1
1−wN1

∼ − γ
4NJδ2 for N even and 1

1−wN1
∼ 1

2 − Ntδ2

γ for N odd. Indeed, we

will calculate GPB(n) for these two cases separately.

5.5.2.1 N odd

As noticed, for N odd 1
1−wN1

∼ 1
2 − Ntδ2

γ . By inserting (5.24), (5.23) and (5.22) into

(5.28) we obtain the explicit expression of the resolvent GPB, which in the limit δ → 0
reads

lim
δ→0

GPB(n) =





(−1)n̄

2J

(
i 0

0 0

)
+ κn̄−1

1−κN
2

(γ+2J)2

(
−i γ2

2J −γ
−γ i2J

)
n̄ 6= 0 ,

1
2J

(
i 0

0 0

)
+ 1

1−κN
2

γ2−4t2

(
−i γ2

2J −γ
−γ i2J

)
+ 1

γ−2J

(
i 1

1 −i

)
n̄ = 0 ,

(5.29)

with n̄ := n(mod N). For γ > 0, with moderately large values of N (δ−1 � N �
−1/ ln |κ| ), the GPB(n) can be formulated in a way which is manifestly chiral, i.e.

lim
N→∞

lim
δ→0

GPB(n) =





(−1)n

2J

(
i 0

0 0

)
+ 2κn̄−1

(γ+2J)2

(
−i γ2

2J −γ
−γ i2J

)
n > 0 ,

− 1
γ+2J

(
i γ2J 1

1 i

)
n = 0

− (−1)n

2J

(
i 0

0 0

)
n < 0

(5.30)

where we relabelled n = −N−1
2 . . . N−1

2 and neglected contributions smaller than κN/2.
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5.5.2.2 N even

For N even, we notice that 1
1−wN1

∼ − γ
4NJδ2 . Indeed, the divergence as δ → 0 is

related to a technical assumption in the derivation of GPB which prescribes that none of
the poles w±1 should coincide with eiqk for m = 0 . . . N −1. This assumption fails for even
values of N and t1 = t2. Indeed, w1 = −1 for t1 = t2 and eiqN/2 = −1 for even values of
N . However, we can derive the resolvent GPB(n) for δ 6= 0 and show that the effective
Hamiltonian has a finite and meaningful limit for δ → 0. Hence, up to the zero-th order
in δ

lim
δ→0

GPB(n) =





(−1)n̄

N

(
−i γ

(2Jδ)2
+iN−2n̄

2J
1
Jδ

1
Jδ

i
γ

)
+ κn̄−1

1−κN
2

(γ+2J)2

(
−i γ

2

2J
−γ

−γ 2it

)
n̄ 6= 0 ,

i
2N

(
−i γ

(2Jδ)2
+i N

2J
1
Jδ

1
Jδ

i
γ

)
+ 1

1−κN
2

γ2−4t2

(
−i γ

2

2J
−γ

−γ i2J

)
+ 1

γ−2J

(
i 1
1 −i

)
n̄ = 0 ,

(5.31)

Again, for γ > 0 and for sufficiently large values of N (δ−2 � N � −1/ ln |κ| ) we can
neglect terms of order 1/N and κN/2

lim
N→∞

lim
δ→0

GPB(n) =





(−1)n

2J

(
i− i γ

4JNδ2 0

0 0

)
+ 2κn−1

(γ+2J)2

(
−i γ2

2J −γ
−γ 2it

)
n > 0 ,

− 1
2J+γ

(
i γ2J 1

1 i

)
− γ

8NJ2δ2

(
i 0

0 0

)
n = 0 ,

(−1)n

2J

(
−i γ

4JNδ2 0

0 0

)
n < 0 .

(5.32)

with a similar notation as in (5.30).

5.5.2.3 Effective Hamiltonian

For γ > 0 and for sufficiently large values of N (δ−2 � N � −1/ ln |κ| ) we can neglect
terms of order 1/N and κN/2 in (5.29) and (5.31), and the effective Hamiltonian can be
expressed for both even and odd values of N as

HPB
mn = g2GPB(m− n)bb = ig2





4J (Γ−2t)m−n−1

(γ+2J)m−n+1
m− n 6= 0 ,

− 1
γ+2J m− n = 0 ,

(5.33)

where n−m := n −m (mod N). This expression is the same as Eq. (5.12). The above
expression, can also be cast in a form which is manifestly chiral

HPB
mn = g2GPB(m− n)bb = ig2





4J (γ−2J)m−n−1

(γ+2J)m−n+1 m > n ,

− 1
γ+2J m = n ,

0 m < n ,

(5.34)

where −N/2 < m− n < N/2.

5.5.3 Calculation of the effective Hamiltonian under OBCs of the lattice

As mentioned, an N -site lattice with OBCs can be realised by removing a cell from
a periodic lattice with N + 1 sites. Thus, the OBCs Hamiltonian HOB

f can be effectively
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obtained by adding an infinite on-site energy to a single cell, say n = 0, to the PBCs
Hamiltonian of a N + 1-site lattice, i.e.

HOB
f = HPB

f +H1 with H1 = ξP̂ where P̂ =
∑

`

Φ†0Φ0 and ξ →∞ .

(5.35)

Correspondingly, the resolvent operator ĜOB(E) := (E − HOB
f )−1 can be obtained non-

perturbatively as [97]

ĜOB(E) = ĜPB(E)− ĜPB(E)P̂
1

ĜPB(E)
P̂ ĜPB(E) . (5.36)

We are interested in the case E = 0, in which case the real-space representation of the
resolvent GOB(m,n) := −〈0|Φm

1
HOB Φ†n |0〉 takes the form

GOB(m,n) = GPB(m− n)−GPB(m)GPB(0)−1GPB(−n) . (5.37)

Similarly to PBCs, we will calculate the OBCs effective Hamiltonian as g2 times the
resolvent operator on the b sublattice [cf. (5.15)], i.e. HOB

nm = g2GOB(m,n)bb. For the
same technical reasons discussed in the PBCs case, we need to treat even and odd values
of N separately.

5.5.3.1 N even

Note that an even number of sites N in the OB lattice corresponds to an odd number of
sites N+1 in the corresponding PB lattice. To evaluate the expression (5.37) it is sufficient
to consider the contributions of the resolvent GPB(n) in the neighbourood of n = 0, where
the potential barrier H1 acts. For simplicity, we will assume N sufficiently large and
use the more convenient formulation (5.30) of GPB with N + 1 sites. A straightforward
calculation leads to

GOB(m,n)bb = GPB(m− n)bb −
[
GPB(m)GPB(0)−1GPB(−n)

]
bb

=

{
−GPB(m− n− 1)bb for m > 0 ∧ n < 0

GPB(m− n)bb otherwise .
(5.38)

Due to the vanishing terms of expression (5.30) for n < 0, the only non-trivial value of
the perturbation

[
GPB(m)GPB(0)−1GPB(−n)

]
bb

may come from the case with m > 0 and
n < 0. This case corresponds to cells m and n lying on opposite sides of the potential
barrier, with m > n. Remarkably, the value assumed by GOB(m− n)bb exactly coincides
up to a phase factor with GPB(m−n−1)bb. Notice the correspondence m−n↔ m−n−1
between the OBCs and PBCs lattice. This correctly accounts for the missing elementary
cell which has been effectively removed by the potential barrier H1.

5.5.3.2 N odd

Repeating the same calculations for odd values of N and exploiting (5.32) with N + 1
lattice sites yields a very similar result, i.e.

GOB(m,n)bb =

{
GPB(m− n− 1)bb for m > 0 ∧ n < 0

GPB(m− n)bb otherwise .
(5.39)
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Finally, relabelling the OBCs chain n→ n− 1 for n > 0 and collecting the results for odd
and even values of N leads to

HOB
mn =

{
(−1)N+1HPB

mn m > 0 ∧ n < 0 ,

HPB
mn otherwise .

(5.40)

The above expression explicitly demostrates that, for E = 0, γ > 0, and t1 = t2 > 0, the
effective Hamiltonian with open boundary conditions coincides up to a minus sign with
the effective Hamiltonian with periodic boundary conditions.

As anticipated, a common feature of many Hermitian models with short-range inter-
action is the insensitivity of the bulk to boundary effects. I.e. for regions sufficiently far
away from the borders, most of the dynamical features, such as propagations, interactions
between subsystems, etc. are expected to be insensitive to the BCs.

This is not the case here. Remarkably, the effective Hamiltonian of this model displays
a striking insensitivity to BCs also in the neighbourhood of the lattice edges. Indeed,
(5.40) demonstrates that, even in the extreme case of two emitters coupled to the two
opposite ends of the open lattice, these interact to one another as if they where coupled
to neighbouring cells in the periodic lattice (up to a sign).

5.5.3.3 OB with finite lattice

All the arguments above relied on the simplifying assumption that N is sufficiently
large. However, even relaxing this condition leads to an expression similar to (5.40) above.
For example for N even, using (5.29) with N + 1 yields

GOB(m,n)bb = GPB(m− n)bb −
[
GPB(m)GPB(0)−1GPB(−n)

]
bb

= − 1− κN
1 + κN−1

GPB(m− n− 1)bb , (5.41)

which shows that the finite-size formula converges exponentially to (5.40), i.e.

HOB
eff (m,n) =

{
− 1−κN

1+κN−1H
PB
eff (m− n− 1) m > 0 ∧ n < 0 ,

HPB
eff (m− n) otherwise .

(5.42)

5.6 Atom-photon dressed state

The effective Hamiltonian (5.11), as we anticipated in the previous chapter, can be
understood in terms of an atom-photon dressed state |Ψ〉mediating a 2nd-order interaction
between two generic emitters i and j. The resulting i-j coupling is non-zero provided
that |Ψ〉 has non-zero amplitude on the location of j, as we will show in more details in
the following sections. Similar descriptions were successfully adopted for dissipationless
interactions in lossless lattices with emitters inside bandgaps [92,99,101,115,118,120,137],
in which case, importantly, |Ψ〉 is stationary. In our lossy gapless (for t1 = t2 = J) lattice,
instead, interactions between atoms are dissipative and |Ψ〉 metastable.

To highlight the essential physics, we focus on the EP (γ = 2J) and consider first an
emitter sitting in any bulk cell indexed by n = ν. It is easier to consider the picture in
Fig. 5.1(b) and introduce a light notation such that |e〉 |vac〉 → |e〉, while |g〉 |ηn〉 → |ηn〉
with η = α, β. By direct substitution one can check that, to the 2nd order in g/J , H
admits the eigenstate and associated energy

|Ψ〉 = |e〉 − i g√
2γ

(|βν〉 − i |αν+1〉) , ε = −iΓ (5.43)

(recall that Γ = g2/4J). Observe that |Ψ〉 is normalized to the 2nd order in g, while
|Ψ〉 → |e〉 and ε → 0 for g → 0. Most remarkably, |Ψ〉 is exactly localized in only two
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�i
<latexit sha1_base64="A84lOy8ipGtgEvpM03i2uAXmJ+Y=">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</latexit>

�1
<latexit sha1_base64="TCgn4M5CdsL4b1hIYEXz1hRSPbM=">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</latexit>

0
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�iJ
<latexit sha1_base64="1YM4DnjYMz2E2ariOUGCkfs5E7s=">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</latexit>

�iJ
<latexit sha1_base64="1YM4DnjYMz2E2ariOUGCkfs5E7s=">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</latexit>

2J
<latexit sha1_base64="9UeMYzPK7QSYz5FSRd0W4dU3Usw=">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</latexit>

J
<latexit sha1_base64="sr+1UtkjZcZQyuf0O+v0xWJmai8=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="yOJCPycquLE+wua7nePxp0/6X2o=">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</latexit>

�i
<latexit sha1_base64="A84lOy8ipGtgEvpM03i2uAXmJ+Y=">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</latexit>

�1
<latexit sha1_base64="TCgn4M5CdsL4b1hIYEXz1hRSPbM=">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</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="P+BdlVCNwXtEN4+o2G8YrI5wR2s=">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</latexit>

1
<latexit sha1_base64="P+BdlVCNwXtEN4+o2G8YrI5wR2s=">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</latexit>

�i
<latexit sha1_base64="A84lOy8ipGtgEvpM03i2uAXmJ+Y=">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</latexit>

i
<latexit sha1_base64="yOJCPycquLE+wua7nePxp0/6X2o=">AAADknicjVJLb9NAEN7GPEp5tcCNi0WExAEiu4Sm4VTohQOHVmraSklUrdfjeNX1ruUdN7VW/gVc4cfxb1g/UhrTAyN5NPrmm/E3sxOkgmv0vN8bPefe/QcPNx9tPX7y9Nnz7Z0Xp1rlGYMJU0Jl5wHVILiECXIUcJ5mQJNAwFlweVjlz64g01zJEyxSmCd0IXnEGUULHfOL7b438Gpz/w38NuiT1o4udnpmFiqWJyCRCar11PdSnBuaIWcCyq1ZriGl7JIuYGpDSRPQc1MrLd23FgndSGX2k+jW6O0KQxOtiySwzIRirLu5CrwzVyGolNBrAkwaF5qz/wCn4RVPdSv2ulG7PgpG+3PDZZojSNZMEuXCReVWe3VDngFDUdiAsozbZbgsphllaLe/9vsgUCK0zSUsmUoSKkMzOymn/tzMEK7R9P3SZkOI7JPWQgyVyD9EdtnxMuYIpckWQWm8wfjTe/fG73WKFrHS2OGPaqb19mE79FhJKEJY/iUPa1pdMeyQqyNSgtNu5727OmupVl1X/fYb3yWm1YgQ3ha9qhg3netzHdfmNsFo2AZj/+ZcT3cH/sfB7vGwf/C1PdxN8pq8Ie+IT0bkgHwjR2RCGAHyg/wkv5xXzmfni3PYUHsbbc1LsmbO9z+nFiUE</latexit>

�1
<latexit sha1_base64="TCgn4M5CdsL4b1hIYEXz1hRSPbM=">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</latexit>
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↵
<latexit sha1_base64="suJcrAie16vL/ruP5/vTtXA6k98=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="zp790OzIWIlK44TYQSBpTTI5/M0=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="suJcrAie16vL/ruP5/vTtXA6k98=">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</latexit>

�
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↵
<latexit sha1_base64="suJcrAie16vL/ruP5/vTtXA6k98=">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</latexit>

�
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↵
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↵
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↵
<latexit sha1_base64="suJcrAie16vL/ruP5/vTtXA6k98=">AAADrXicjVJLb9QwEHY3PEp5beEGF4sVEgdYkrJ0u7cKLhyL1G0rbZaV40wSq44dxd5uV1Ykfg1X+Dv8GxwnLd3QAyN59Gnmm/G8ooIzpX3/91bPu3P33v3tBzsPHz1+8rS/++xEyWVJYUoll+VZRBRwJmCqmeZwVpRA8ojDaXT+ufafXkCpmBTHel3APCepYAmjRFvTov8i1HCpXR6jhFxVBoeEFxnB1aI/8Ie+E/wvCFowQK0cLXZ7JowlXeYgNOVEqVngF3puSKkZ5VDthEsFBaHnJIWZhYLkoObGfV7h19YS40SW9gmNnfVmhCG5Uus8ssyc6Ex1fbXxVl9t0VJytVGAKbK1YvQ/jLP4ghWqLfayqXazFZ0czA0TxVKDoE0nyZJjLXE9chyzEqjmawsILZkdBqYZKQnVdjEb30eR5LFNLmBFZZ4TEZvwuJoFc+PWZAZBZb0xJHbbzc6I0OxdYoedrTKmoTJlGlXGH04+vsXXer8TlGZS6Q5/7JhW28V26JkUsI5h9Zc8cjQXMeqQ6/uSnJFu5v3bMjcX54hX+Q4a3SUWdYsQ3yz6KmLSZHbnOnGCGzAetWASXJ/ryd4w+DDc+zoaHH5qD3cbvUSv0BsUoDE6RF/QEZoiir6jH+gn+uW996Ze6H1rqL2tNuY52hAv/QMJ9DBf</latexit> �
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Figure 5.8: Atom-photon dressed state mediating the atom-atom interaction. (a): Dressed
state |Ψ〉 forming when a quantum emitter (“source”) is coupled to a bulk cell. Vertical
bars represent the photonic wavefunction modulus. Another emitter (shaded) couples to
|Ψ〉 (“coupling active”), hence to the source emitter, only provided that it sits in the right
nearest-neighbor cell. If not (“zero coupling”), the two emitters do not interact. (b):
Long-range dressed state arising when the source atom is coupled to the right-edge cell.
Due to phase cancellation, an emitter placed in any bulk cell remains uncoupled from |Ψ〉
unless it lies on the opposite edge. We set γ = 2J and referred to the picture in Fig. 5.1(b).

lattice cells (ν and ν + 1), in particular on cavities βν and αν+1. This strict localization
is possible due to a simultaneous “decoupling” of |Ψ〉 from the lattice’s right branch (sites
βν+1, αν+2, ...) and left branch (..., βν−1, αν). The right-branch decoupling requires

〈βν+1|H|Ψ〉 = 0 (5.44)

so that |Ψ〉 has a node on βν+1, which is guaranteed by the non-reciprocal leftward charac-
ter of intra-cell hopping amplitudes. To get the left-branch decoupling, instead, we must
require

〈αν |H|Ψ〉 = 0 (5.45)

(so that |Ψ〉 can have a node on αν). It is easily seen [see following sections] that this
condition can only occur provided that ε = −iΓ (showing the necessity of the metastable
nature of the state) plus, importantly,

〈αν+1|Ψ〉 6= 0 . (5.46)

The latter shows why the atom can couple to another one sitting in cell ν + 1: any other
location will give zero coupling since |Ψ〉 vanishes everywhere outside cells ν and ν + 1.
This explains both the non-reciprocal and nearest-neighbor nature of Heff at the lattice
EP [cf. (5.11)] for atoms in the bulk.
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We now consider an open lattice with the source atom now sitting in the cell on the
right edge [see Fig. 5.8(b)]. By direct substitution, H can be shown to admit the eigenstate

|Ψ〉 = |e〉 − g√
2γ

N∑

n=1

eiπn[(1 + δn1) |αn〉− i (1 + δnN ) |βn〉] (5.47)

with associated energy ε = −iΓ. This eigenstate is normalized to leading order in g under
the condition g � γ/

√
N [in line with the Markovian regime assumed to derive (5.11)].

Contrarily to (5.43), |Ψ〉 is extended across the entire photonic lattice [see Fig. 5.8(b)]. In
the bulk sites, the photonic wavefunction has flat modulus but – notably – non-uniform
phase.

Remarkably, the arrangement of phases combines with the bi-local character of atom-
field coupling [see Figs. 5.1(b) and 5.8(b)] so that, due to phase cancellation, another
emitter placed in any bulk cell cannot couple to |Ψ〉 (hence to the source emitter). This
conclusion however does not apply to the leftmost cell, where |〈α1|Ψ〉| 6= |〈β1|Ψ〉|: thus
emitters placed on opposite edges are able to interact. For odd N , the resulting coupling
strength matches that of nearest-neighbor emitters in the case of Fig. 5.8(a).

Finally, we stress that the emergence of states (5.43) and (5.47) relies on the simul-
taneous occurrence of properties (i)-(iii) at the end of Sec. 5.2, highlighting in particular
the importance of the non-Hermitian nature of the above physics.

5.6.1 Derivation of the dressed state

Consider the emitter in a bulk cell ν in the picture of Fig. 5.1(b), the coupling thus
being bi-local [condition (iii)]. A dressed state

|Ψ〉 = Ae |e〉+Bν |βν〉+Aν+1 |αν+1〉
such that H |Ψ〉 = ε |Ψ〉 can appear only if: γ = 2J (we are assuming t1 = t2 = J)
[condition (ii), i.e. full non-reciprocity], avoiding amplitudes beyond |αν+1〉 to the right.
Imposing 〈αν |H |Ψ〉 = 0, where condition (iii) is crucial, and the Schrödinger equation
(SE) projected on |e〉, one gets ε = −iΓ and Ae = i γ

√
2Bν/g. Projecting next the SE on

|βν〉 and |αν+1〉, exploiting condition (i) (uniform losses) and in the weak-coupling regime,
yields Aν+1 = −iBν [see Eq. (5.43)].

For open BCs of the lattice and an emitter in cell N (right edge), properties (i)-(iii)
yield the appearance of an eigenstate at the same energy ε = −iΓ. By imposing SE, one
finds

An = (1 + δn,1) eiπnAe/γ
√

2

Bn = −ig (1 + δn,N ) eiπnAe/γ
√

2

showing that amplitudes on bulk sites are half of those on sites α1 and βN and, most
importantly, that there is a π/2 phase difference between nearest-neighbor sites.

5.6.2 Relationship of Heff with dressed states

The biorthogonal completeness relation corresponding to Hf (recall that in general

Hf 6= H†f ) reads ∑

k

|ψRk 〉〈ψLk | = 1 (5.48)

where 1 is the identity operator and
∣∣ψRk

〉 (〈
ψLk
∣∣) are right (left) eigenstates of Hf. Using

this, as discussed in Sec. 4.24, it is easily shown that the matrix element of the effective
Hamiltonian [cf. (5.16)] can be equivalently rearranged as

Hµν = 〈0|σµV Ĝ(0)V σ†ν |0〉 = g2 〈bµ| Ĝ(0) |bν〉 = g 〈bµ|Ψ〉 (5.49)
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(we changed cell indexes as n → ν and m → µ to comply with the notation used at the
beginning of this Section). Here, V = H −Hf [cf. Eq. (5.7)] is the atom-field interaction
Hamiltonian while

|Ψ〉 = |e〉+ g Ĝ(0) |bν〉 (5.50)

is the atom-photon dressed state seeded by an atom coupled to the νth cell. The last step
in (5.49) relies on the weak-coupling assumption as in this regime |Ψ〉 [see Eq. (5.43)], is
normalized to the 2nd order in g.

5.7 Summary

The results presented in this chapter introduce a new quantum optics/photonics para-
digm, in which “structured” leakage on the field can devise unprecedented emission proper-
ties and second-order atom-atom dissipative interactions. Beyond engineered dissipation,
a crucial ingredient for the predicted physics was shown to be the effectively non-local
nature of emitter-field coupling (in a suitable picture).

Such emitters subject to such unconventional non-local interaction can be implemented
via superconducting qubits [138], cold atoms [139] or all-photonic setups [140–144]. From
this perspective, the discussed results arise from an particular combination of giant atoms
physics, non-Hermitian Hamiltonians and, to some extent, chiral quantum optics [145–
147], holding the promise for further developments e.g. using three-local coupling [148]
and 2D non-Hermitian lattices [149].

In conclusion, we want to stress that our setup [cf. Fig. 5.1] is fully passive2. In our
framework, this naturally follows from the decay nature of the studied phenomena, a type
of non-unitary dynamics currently receiving considerable attention also in other scenar-
ios [150]. On the other hand, the dissipative nature of our system favors an experimental
verification of the predicted dynamics, e.g. in photonics (where non-Hermitian Hamiltoni-
ans are often implemented through their passive counterparts [23]).

A circuit-QED implementation appears possible as well: arrays of resonators coher-
ently coupled to superconducting qubits – including excitation transfer mediated by atom-
photon bound states – were experimentally demonstrated [93, 124, 125] and implementa-
tions of lattices like the one in Fig. 5.1(a) were realized [151]. Patterned losses can be
engineered by interspersing resonators with low and high quality factors. This is feasible
in state-of-the-art settings where external losses can be reduced up to four orders of magni-
tude compared to photon-hopping rates, while large losses can be obtained and controlled
by connecting selectively lattice resonators to transmission lines [93,124,125].

2 More precisely, it is passive-PT -symmetric [cf. Sec. 1.2.4]: by balancing losses on b sites with the
same amount on gain on a sites, the bare lattice enjoys PT symmetry [4, 108].
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Part II

Mathematics of non self-adjoint
operators
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Chapter 6

Non self-adjoint operators from
quantum theory

In the first part of this dissertation we discussed non-Hermitian Hamiltonians from a
physical standpoint as powerful tools to describe effectively the dynamics of open systems.
In this part instead we are going to follow a different approach, often considered in the
literature [12,152], that is we will assume that the full Hamiltonian is non-Hermitian and
investigate the consequences.

6.1 Mathematical framework

Consider a Hilbert space H, that is a pair (V, 〈·, ·〉) where the first entry is a complex
vector space, possibly infinite dimensional, hosting the states of the system, and the second
entry is the inner product. We are not going to use the Dirac notation for states here
as it implicitly implies that the inner product is fixed, an hypothesis we will drop in the
following. Therefore the states will just be denoted by ϕ,ψ ∈ H without kets or bras.

Let H be a possibly unbounded operator on H whose domain, which we assume to be
dense in H, is denoted by D(H)1. Let us define

D(H†) = {φ ∈ H | ∃ψ ∈ H s.t. 〈Hϕ, φ〉 = 〈ϕ,ψ〉 ∀ϕ ∈ H} (6.1)

As D(H) is assumed to be dense, we can replace ∃ with ∃! in (6.1). Therefore it is possible
to define an operator H†, called the adjoint of H, on D(H†) defining ψ := H†φ for all
φ ∈ D(H†).

An operator H is then said to be self-adjoint if

〈Hϕ, φ〉 = 〈ϕ,Hφ〉 ∀ϕ, φ ∈ D(H) and D(H) = D(H†). (6.2)

The first property is the symmetry or Hermiticity ofH, usually taken as sufficient condition
for self-adjointness in quantum mechanics. The second property may seem pedantic, but
indeed two operators are the same if their action and their domains are the same. This
does not represent an issue for bounded operators (which can be defined on all H), but it
may be for unbounded ones.

The importance of self adjoint operators in quantum mechanics comes from the reality
of their spectrum and the orthogonality (and completeness) of eigenstates. However, as
pointed out in the first part, numerous instances of non-selfajoint operators with real
spectrum were found in recent years, the most known being a generalized version of the
quantum harmonic oscillator H = p2 − (ix)N for N > 2 (unbounded) [9] acting on H =

1If H is closed, i.e. its graph is closed, and D(H) = H, then H will be bounded (closed graph theorem).
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L2(R), or the gain-loss Hamiltonian H = iγσz + gσx (bounded) [16] acting on H = C2.
The lack of Hermiticity can be in some cases traced back to the inner product. Before
dealing with this issue we want to set some notation and states some general properties
regarding non self-adjoint operators.

Let H be an operator defined on D(H) ⊂ H so that H 6= H† and let

Hϕn = Enϕn (6.3)

H†ψn = Ẽnψn (6.4)

be the corresponding eigenequations2. It holds that Ẽn = E∗n (complex conjugate) as3

Ẽ∗n 〈ψn, ϕn〉 = 〈Ẽnψn, ϕn〉 = 〈H†ψn, ϕn〉 = 〈ψn, Hϕn〉 = 〈ψn, Enϕn〉 = En 〈ψn, ϕn〉, (6.5)

unless of course 〈ψn, ϕn〉 = 0. Eigenstates corresponding to different eigenvalues are not
necessarily orthogonal

En 〈ϕm, ϕn〉 = 〈ϕm, Enϕn〉 = 〈ϕm, Hϕn〉 = 〈H†ϕm, ϕn〉 6= Em〈ϕm, ϕn〉, (6.6)

the same holding for {ψn}n. However, the sets Fϕ = {ϕn}n and Fψ = {ψn}n are bi-
orthogonal, that is

En 〈ψm, ϕn〉=〈ψm, Enϕn〉=〈ψm, Hϕn〉=〈H†ψm, ϕn〉=〈E∗mψm, ϕn〉=Em〈ψm, ϕn〉. (6.7)

Therefore, if eigenvalues’ multiplicity is 1, then 〈ψm, ϕn〉 = 0. As we will discuss shortly,
when the operator H can be factorized in terms of pseudo-ladder operators, the sets Fϕ
and Fψ will acquire useful properties.

6.1.1 “Fixing” the Hilbert space

A possible solution in the direction of making sense of non self-adjoint operator is that
of fixing the inner product in order to restore Hermiticity [11, 153]. The basic idea is
that, if H is not self-adjoint in H = (V, 〈·, ·〉) it may very well be in a new Hilbert space
H2 = (V, 〈·, ·〉2). Therefore by changing the inner product, which indeed is a change of
the notion of metric, it is in some cases possible to restore Hermiticity, see Ref. [154] for
a counterexample. We want to highlight now in more details this procedure [11].

A linear operator η : H→ H is a metric operator if it is bijective, Hermitian (〈ψ, ηϕ〉 =
〈ηψ, ϕ〉, ∀ψ,ϕ∈H) and positive definite (〈ϕ, ηϕ〉 ≥ 0, ∀ϕ∈H). A bounded operator H
on H is called η-pseudo-Hermitian if H† = ηHη−1, i.e. 〈ψ,Hϕ〉 =

〈
ηHη−1ψ,ϕ

〉
. These

definitions are relevant in that if H is not self-adjoint with respect to the scalar product
〈·, ·〉 but it is η-pseudo-Hermitian for some metric operator η, then we can define a new
inner product as 〈·, ·〉η := 〈·, η ·〉 so that H is self-adjoint in Hη = (V, 〈·, ·〉η), indeed

〈ψ,Hϕ〉η = 〈ψ, ηHϕ〉 = 〈ψ, ηHη−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
H†

ηϕ〉 = 〈(H†)†ψ, ηϕ〉 = 〈Hψ,ϕ〉η . (6.8)

These properties are relevant as a connection with PT symmetry can be established.
Indeed it can be proved that H is pseudo-Hermitian if and only if it has a complete set of
common eigenvectors with an invertible antilinear operator [155]. As PT is a particular
antilinear invertible operator and, if [H,PT ] = 0 and PT is unbroken, then H can be
made Hermitian by fixing the Hilbert space inner product.

We illustrate this procedure now in the case of the gain-loss Hamiltonian H = iγσz +
gσx under unbroken PT symmetry (γ < g), as under these assumption the eigenstates of

2We are assuming for simplicity no degeneracies.
3In our notation the inner product is linear in the second argument and antilinear in the first one.
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H are also eigenstates of PT . In order to construct the metric operator, a general method,
in the finite dimensional case at least, is to define it as [153]

η =
∑

n

Pψn (6.9)

where Pψn is the orthogonal projector onto the eigenspace of ψn [cf. Eq. (6.4)]. For this
specific example the eigenequations read

Hϕ± = λ±ϕ± (6.10)

H†ψ± = λ±ψ± (6.11)

where λ± = ±
√
g2 − γ2 and ϕ± are given in Eq. (1.8) and

ψ± =

(
iγ − λ±
−g

)
. (6.12)

The projectors are therefore given by Pψn = (ψn ⊗ ψ∗n)/ 〈ψn, ψn〉 with n = ± and the
metric operator is η = 12 + (γ/g)σy. It is then easy to check that 〈ψ,Hϕ〉η = 〈Hψ,ϕ〉η,
∀ψ,ϕ∈H.

6.2 Non self-adjoint Hamiltonians and pseudo-bosons

In view of the following chapter we introduce here a particular class of non self-adjoint
Hamiltonians, without changing the Hilbert space inner product. On the one hand we
will discuss how such operators con be constructed through a generalization of canoni-
cal commutation rules of bosonic operators (pseudo-bosons). On the other hand, most
importantly, we will show that many relevant non-Hermitian Hamiltonians can indeed
be factorized in terms of suitable pseudo-bosonic operators, therefore highlighting how
these are not just mathematical abstract tools to construct non self-adjoint operators, but
indeed can appear in several contexts. The following discussion is based on [12,156,157].

6.2.1 Non self-adjoint Hamiltonians from pseudo-bosons

One way of diagonalizing the simple harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian H = (p2 +x2)/2,
here with dimensionless operators, is by introducing the operator c = (x + ip)/

√
2 and

its adjoint c† = (x − ip)/
√

2 so that H = N + 1/2, with N = c†c. The operators c and
c† are called respectively lowering and raising operators as cϕn =

√
nϕn−1, yielding in

particular cϕ0 = 0, and c†ϕn =
√
n+ 1ϕn+1, ϕn being an eigenstate of H with eigenvalue

En = n+1/2. Two key properties are that: (i) the operator a has a non-zero vacuum (ϕ0),
(ii) c and c† satisfy the bosonic canonical commutation rule [c, c†] = 1. Pseudo-bosonic
operators arise as a generalization of this setting in that one considers the commutation
relation [a, b] = 1, with b 6= a† in general.

Consider two operators a and b acting on H whose domain are D(a) and D(b), with
analogous notation for their adjoints. Let D ⊂ D(a)∩D(b) be a dense subset of H, stable
under the action of both a, b and their adjoints. The operators a and b are said to be
D-pseudo-bosonic if [a, b] = 1, i.e. [a, b]φ = φ, ∀φ ∈ D.

We observe that it is not required that b = a†, but other assumptions need to be made
in order to make this setting a proper extension of the self-adjoint harmonic oscillator:

1. a has a non-zero vacuum: ∃ϕ0 ∈ D so that aϕ0 = 0,

2. b† has a non-zero vacuum: ∃ψ0 ∈ D so that b†ψ0 = 0,
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3. the set Fϕ = {ϕn}n≥0, with ϕn = 1√
n!
bnϕ0, is a basis for H.

Some comments are in order. The definitions of ϕn’s and ψn = 1√
n!

(a†)nϕ0 make sense

because of the stability of D under the action of d and b†, and ϕn, ψn ∈ D. From the
commutation relation the following lowering and raising relations hold

(i) b ϕn =
√
n+ 1ϕn+1 for n ≥ 0,

(ii) aϕ0 = 0 and aϕn =
√
nϕn−1 for n ≥ 1,

(iii) a†ψn =
√
n+ 1ψn+1 for n ≥ 0,

(iv) b†ψ0 = 0 and b†ψn =
√
nψn−1 for n ≥ 1,

(v) Nϕn = nϕn and N †ψn = nψn, with N = ba for n ≥ 0.

It can be proved that also the set Fψ = {ψn}n≥0 is a basis. Finally, by choosing
the normalization of ϕ0 and ψ0 so that 〈ψ0, ϕ0〉 = 1, Fϕ and Fψ are biorthonormal,
i.e. 〈ψm, ϕn〉 = δmn. Other properties of pseudo-bosons have been discussed in the litera-
ture, as in Ref. [158]. What we want to highlight here is that this mathematical procedure
allows one to explicitly construct non self-adjoint operators (N 6= N †) with real discrete
positive spectrum {n}n≥0.

6.2.2 Non self-adjoint Hamiltonians factorizable with pseudo-bosons

Here we want to show two concrete models where the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian can
be written in terms of pseudo-bosonic operators [12], justifying their definition.

6.2.2.1 Extended harmonic oscillator

Consider the manifestly non self-adjoint Hamiltonian of an extended quantum harmonic
oscillator,

Hν =
1

2ν

(
p2 + x2

)
+ i
√

2 p (6.13)

which is know to display a real spectrum for ν > 0 [159]. As discussed in [12], by defining
Aν = a − ν and Bν = a† + ν, a being the lowering operator of the Hermitian quantum
harmonic oscillator, we have that [Aν , Bν ] = 1 and Hν = ν−1 (BνAν + γν1), with γν =
ν2 + 1/2.

The operators Aν and Bν are indeed pseudo-bosonic as all the relative assumptions
can be verified, indeed the biorthogonal sets Fϕ = {ϕn(x)}n and Fψ = {ψn(x)}n upon
which Bν and Aν act as raising operators, respectively, are given by

ϕn(x) =
1√
n!
Bn
νϕ0(x) =

e−ν
2

π1/4
√

2nn!

(
x− d

dx
+
√

2ν

)n
e−(x−ν

√
2)2/2, (6.14)

ψn(x) =
1√
n!

(A†ν)nψ0(x) =
eν

2

π1/4
√

2nn!

(
x− d

dx
−
√

2ν

)n
e−(x+ν

√
2)2/2. (6.15)

These satisfy the eigenequations Hνϕn = Enϕn and H†νψn = Enψn with En = (n+ γν) /ν.
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6.2.2.2 The Swanson model

Another widespread model in the literature of non self-adjoint operators with real
spectrum is the Swanson model [160–162], whose Hamiltonian is

Hθ =
1

2

(
p2 + x2

)
− i

2
tan(2θ)

(
p2 − x2

)
(6.16)

with −π/4 < θ < π/4. Introducing the operators

Aθ = cos(θ) a+ i sin(θ) a†, Bθ = cos(θ) a† + i sin(θ) a, (6.17)

where a is again the lowering operator for the Hermitian quantum harmonic oscillator,
one can write the Hamiltonian as Hθ = ωθ

(
BθAθ + 1

21
)
, with ωθ = [cos(2θ)]−1. The

commutation rule [Aθ, Bθ] = 1 holds, and if θ 6= 0 then A†θ 6= Bθ. The Swanson Hamilto-
nian is then factorized in terms of pseudo-bosonic operators, indeed the square integrable

vacua of Aθ and B†θ are ϕ
(θ)
0 = Nϕ exp

(
−e2iθx2/2

)
and ψ

(θ)
0 = Nψ exp

(
−e−2iθx2/2

)
, re-

spectively, where Nϕ and Nψ are normalization constants satisfying N∗ϕNψ = e−iθ/
√
π so

that 〈ψ(θ)
0 , ϕ

(θ)
0 〉 = 1. The eigenstates of Hθ and H†θ built with the ladder operators Aθ

and Bθ are then

ϕ(θ)
n (x) =

1√
n!
Bn
θ ϕ

(θ)
0 (x) =

Nϕ√
2nn!

Hn(eiθx) exp
(
−e2iθx2/2

)
(6.18)

ψ(θ)
n (x) =

1√
n!

(A†θ)
nψ

(θ)
0 (x) =

Nψ√
2nn!

Hn(eiθx) exp
(
−e−2iθx2/2

)
(6.19)

where Hn(x) is the nth Hermite polynomial.

The two examples presented here are just some of several that can be found in the litera-
ture [12]. Also, they are one dimensional. In the next chapter we will use pseudo-bosonic
operators to factorize Hamiltonians with two degrees of freedom.
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Chapter 7

Quantization of dissipative
systems

In this chapter we discuss the failure of the canonical quantization for the damped
harmonic oscillator using the Bateman lagrangian. In particular, we prove that no square
integrable vacuum (in the sense of pseudo-bosons) exists for the natural ladder operators
of the system, and that the only vacua can be found as distributions, that is, not in a
standard Hilbert space.

7.1 Introduction

The problem of quantization for dissipative systems, and the Damped Harmonic Oscil-
lator (DHO) in particular, has a long story. There are two main approaches: (i) through
a time-independent lagrangian, proposed by Bateman and studied by many authors along
the years, see Refs [163–168] and references therein, based on the idea that associated to
the damped oscillator there is a second amplified one, acquiring all the energy lost by the
damped one; (ii) through an explicitly time-dependent lagrangian, see Refs [165,168–170]
and references therein, which reproduces the equation of motion of the DHO without
the need of introducing its amplified counterpart. More recently, another non standard,
time-independent, lagrangian has been introduced for the DHO, where it was shown that
there is no need to introduce any dual oscillator. However [171], in this case the quantiza-
tion proved to be quite hard, if not entirely impossible, in the sense that the Schrödinger
equation admits no exact solution, apparently.

In the following sections, we will focus on Bateman’s approach, and we will show that
the system quantization is indeed impossible within the realm of Hilbert spaces. More
in detail, we will diagonalize the Hamiltonian for the system in terms of pseudo-bosonic
operators, but we will also prove that, contrarily to what stated in some contributions in
the literature, it is not possible to use these ladder operators to construct biorthogonal
sets in some Hilbert space H. This impossibility, which was somehow recognized by many
authors [172,173] leaves the possibility open for working in the space of distributions.

7.2 A no-go result

The classical equation of motion for the DHO is

mẍ+ γẋ+ kx = 0, (7.1)
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where m, γ and k are the mass, friction coefficient and the spring constant, respectively.
The Bateman lagrangian reads

L = mẋẏ +
γ

2
(xẏ − ẋy)− kxy. (7.2)

Besides Eq. (7.1), this lagiangian produces also

mÿ − γẏ + ky = 0, (7.3)

the differential equation associated to an amplified harmonic oscillator (AHO), as the
friction coefficient is now negative. In [167], this is referred to as the time reverse equation
of the one for x(t), for obvious reasons. The conjugate momenta are

px =
∂L

∂ẋ
= mẏ − γ

2
y, py =

∂L

∂ẏ
= mẋ+

γ

2
y,

and the corresponding classical Hamiltonian is

H = pxẋ+ pyẏ − L =
1

m
pxpy +

γ

2m
(ypy − xpx) +

(
k − γ2

4m

)
xy. (7.4)

By introducing the new variables x1 and x2 through

x =
1√
2

(x1 + x2), y =
1√
2

(x1 − x2), (7.5)

L and H can be written as follows:

L =
m

2
(ẋ2

1 − ẋ2
2) +

γ

2
(x2ẋ1 − x1ẋ2)− k

2
(x2

1 − x2
2)

and

H =
1

2m

(
p1 −

γ

2
x2

)2
− 1

2m

(
p2 −

γ

2
x1

)2
+
k

2
(x2

1 − x2
2),

where p1 =
∂L

∂ẋ1
= mẋ1 +

γ

2
x2 and p2 =

∂L

∂ẋ2
= mẋ2 −

γ

2
x1. By putting ω2 =

k

m
− γ2

4m2

we can rewrite H as follows:

H =

(
1

2m
p2

1 +
1

2
mω2x2

1

)
−
(

1

2m
p2

2 +
1

2
mω2x2

2

)
− γ

2m
(p1x2 + p2x1). (7.6)

In this section we will mostly consider ω2 > 0. The case ω2 ≤ 0 will be briefly discussed
later.

Following [174], we impose canonical quantization rules between xj and pk as: [xj , pk] =
iδj,k1, working in unit ~ = 1. This is equivalent to the choice in [167]. Ladder operators
can now be easily introduced:

ak =

√
mω

2
xk + i

√
1

2mω
pk, (7.7)

k = 1, 2. These are bosonic operators since they satisfy the canonical commutation rules:
[aj , a

†
k] = δj,k1.

Let us observe that, as these operators are unbounded, these commutators should be
properly defined. For instance, both [aj , a

†
k] and [xj , pk] are well defined on Schwartz test

functions: [aj , a
†
k]ϕ(x) = ϕ(x), for all ϕ(x) ∈ S(R).

In terms of these operators the quantum version of the Hamiltonian H in Eq. (7.6)
can be written as

H = H0 +HI (7.8)
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with

H0 = ω
(
a†1a1 − a†2a2

)
, HI =

iγ

2m

(
a1a2 − a†1a†2

)
(7.9)

In [165, 167] this Hamiltonian is diagonalized by using the QU(2) algebra. Despite
H being (at least formally) self-adjoint, its eigenvalues appear to be complex. This is
quite curious, and in [167] the authors claim that this is because HI is only formally
Hermitian “because the normalization integral for the eigenstates...is infinite, a result that
follows from the fact that the eigenvalues are imaginary”. This does not sound like a deep
explanation in that is quite tautological. For this reason, we propose a different approach to
the analysis of H, based on the generalized Bogoliubov transformation considered in [174].
While this transformation turns out to be useful to diagonalize H making no reference to
QU(2) algebra (which will be replaced in the following by formal pseudo-bosonic ladder
operators [12]), the conclusions deduced in [174] needs substantial revision.

Following [174], we introduce the operators

A1 =
1√
2

(a1 − a†2), A2 =
1√
2

(−a†1 + a2), (7.10)

as well as

B1 =
1√
2

(a†1 + a2), B2 =
1√
2

(a1 + a†2). (7.11)

These operators satisfy the commutation relations

[Aj , Bk] = δj,k1, (7.12)

with Bj 6= A†j , j = 1, 2. Moreover, A1 = −A†2 and B1 = B†2. The fact that Bj 6= A†j follows
from the fact that the one in Eqs. (7.10) and (7.11) is not a Bogoliubov transformation,
but only a generalized version of it [175].

In [12] operators of this kind are analyzed in detail, producing several mathematical
results (mainly on unbounded operators and biorthogonal sets of vectors), and were shown,
as in the previous chapter, to appear often in concrete models [3, 153, 176]. As discussed
in the previous chapter, the main idea is that, for operators like these, we can extend the
usual ladder construction used for bosons, paying some price (like, quite often, the validity
of the basis property).

In terms of these operators H can now be written as follows:

H = H0 +HI (7.13)

where

H0 = ω (B1A1 −B2A2) , HI =
iγ

2m
(B1A1 +B2A2 + 1) , (7.14)

depending only on the pseudo-bosonic number operators Nj = BjAj [12]. This is exactly
the same Hamiltonian found in [174], and it is equivalent to that given in [165, 167]. In
Ref. [174], the authors introduce the vacuum for the annihilation operators A1 and A2

as the action of an unbounded operator on the vacuum of a1 and a2, and construct new
vectors out of this vacuum, claiming they form a Fock basis with unit norm. The next
theorem, which is the main result of this chapter, shows that this is not the case and
suggests a possible way out to solve this issue.

Theorem. There is no non-zero function ϕ00(x1, x2) satisfying

A1ϕ00(x1, x2) = A2ϕ00(x1, x2) = 0.

Also, there is no non-zero function ψ00(x1, x2) satisfying

B†1ψ00(x1, x2) = B†2ψ00(x1, x2) = 0.
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Proof. Let us assume that a non-zero function ϕ00(x1, x2) satisfying A1ϕ00(x1, x2) =
A2ϕ00(x1, x2) = 0 does exist. Hence we should have also (A1 − A2)ϕ00(x1, x2) = 0 and
(A1 +A2)ϕ00(x1, x2) = 0, so that

(x1 − x2)ϕ00(x1, x2) = 0, (∂1 + ∂2)ϕ00(x1, x2) = 0.

It is clear that there is no non-zero solution of the first equation. The only solution is a
distribution: ϕ00(x1, x2) = αδ(x1 − x2), α ∈ C.

The proof for ψ00(x1, x2) is completely similar: computing (B†1 + B†2)ψ00(x1, x2) = 0

and (B†1 −B†2)ψ00(x1, x2) = 0 we easily get

(x1 + x2)ψ00(x1, x2) = 0, (∂1 − ∂2)ψ00(x1, x2) = 0,

for which exists only the weak solution ψ00(x1, x2) = βδ(x1 + x2), β ∈ C.

Notice that, compared to other works on the same subject, e.g. Refs. [172,173], we are
not assuming here that ϕ00(x1, x2) and ψ00(x1, x2) belong to any specific Hilbert space.
Therefore, this result does not depend on the metric we can introduce in L2(R2) to take
care of possible divergences in the norms of the eigenfunctions of H: stated differently,
replacing

〈f, g〉 =

∫

R2

f(x1, x2) g(x1, x2) dx1 dx2 (7.15)

with some

〈f, g〉w =

∫

R2

f(x1, x2) g(x1, x2)w(x1, x2) dx1 dx2, (7.16)

for any choice of weight function w(x1, x2), will not do the job.

7.2.1 The overdamped case ω2 < 0

The previous results have been obtained under the constraint ω2 > 0 which allowed
to define the bosonic operators (7.7). In the ω2 < 0 case, that for simplicity we assume
corresponding to ω = τeiπ/2, τ ∈ R+, easy computations show that the commutators
satisfy [aj , a

†
k] = iδj,k1, and hence they are not bosonic operators.

This issue is solved introducing the following operators1

ak = eiπ/4
√
mτ

2
xk + ie−iπ/4

√
1

2mτ
pk, bk = eiπ/4

√
mτ

2
xk − ie−iπ/4

√
1

2mτ
pk, (7.17)

k = 1, 2. Of course, a†k 6= bk, k = 1, 2, yet these operators satisfy the commutation rules
[aj , bk] = δj,k1, which means that ak, bk, k = 1, 2, define two pairs of formal pseudo-bosonic
operators [12].

Using now bk in place of a†k in Eqs. (7.10) and (7.11), we define the operators

A1 =
1√
2

(a1 − b2), A2 =
1√
2

(−b1 + a2), (7.18)

B1 =
1√
2

(b1 + a2), B2 =
1√
2

(a1 + b2), (7.19)

which again satisfy [Aj , Bk] = δj,k1. With this construction the Hamiltonian has the same
form and properties of (7.13), and the results given in the Theorem still hold.

1The principal square root of ω has been chosen.
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In conclusion, we observe that the case ω2 = 0 is not really interesting, in the present
context, since in this case the use of bosonic or pseudo-bosonic operators is quite un-
likely, being H (7.6) no longer quadratic in xj . It is also possible to check that nothing
really changes if we consider a quantized non commutative version of the Hamiltonian
in Eq. (7.6), i.e. if we assume that [x1, x2] = iθ and [p1, p2] = iν, other than having
[xj , pj ] 6= 0. Using the same ideas as in [177] and adopting a Bopp shift, a similar no-go
result can be recovered.

7.3 Summary

In this chapter, based on [178], we have seen that the idea of working in an Hilbert
space of square integrable functions when dealing with the Bateman lagrangian for the
DHO does not work. As already mention, another approach could be that of an explicitly
time-dependent Hamiltonian of the kind proposed by Caldirola and by Kanai indepen-
dently [166, 179, 180]. This method restores square-integrability of the eigenstates, which
can be exactly computed [169], but again yields curiously imaginary eigenvalues for the
formally self-adjoint Caldirola-Kanai Hamiltonian HCK , which are explained considering
the domain of the operator xpx + pxx. Moreover, as discussed for instance in [181], the
role of HCK is not fully accepted in the context of the DHO: indeed, one of the main con-
clusions in [181] is that HCK does not describe ...a damped harmonic oscillator of mass
m0 ...but a particle of mass m(t) = m0e

αt subject to a force F (t) = m0e
αtx..... This is

just a small evidence that the quantization of dissipative systems is generally non trivial,
and not a completely understood topic.

The main result of this chapter suggests that the possible way out to overcome the
mathematical issues arising in the quantization of the DHO is to reconsider the system in a
distributional setting [182,183]. Of course, one needs to define the proper ladder operators
used to write the Hamiltoanian, control the notion of biorthogonality of the eigenstates,
and check whether this approach has some concrete usefulness for the analysis of the DHO.
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Chapter 8

Tridiagonality and non self-adjoint
Hamiltonians

In this chapter we study the properties of a particular class of non self-adjoint opera-
tors with tridiagonal representation using biorthogonal sets of vectors. We will make no
attempt to make the Hamiltonian Hermitian in some sense and take non self-adjointess
as a starting assumptions. We will show how to compute eigenstates through recurrence
relation, how to factorize such Hamiltonians and perform the same analysis on their super-
symmetric partners. Some examples are then discussed, and a connection with bi-squeezed
states is analyzed.

8.1 Introduction

Recently the topic of tridiagonal Hamiltonians, and their factorization, in connection
with Supersymmetric quantum mechanics (SUSY QM) and with an eye to orthogonal
polynomials, has received some attention [184] . It was shown how a class of self-adjoint
(infinite) tridiagonal matrices can be factorized as product of two operators, and how these
operators are useful to deduce results on their SUSY partners. In this analysis three-terms
recurrence relations appear in connection with orthogonal polynomials. These polynomials
are constructed both for H = X†X, and for its SUSY partner Hsusy = XX†.

Here we extend the analysis in the context of tridiagonal matrices which are not nec-
essarily self-adjoint. That is, we do not assume that the diagonal elements are real, and
that the non zero off-diagonal entries are related by any symmetry. The rationale behind
this choice is that, as we will discuss in Section 8.3, this can be relevant in connection with
PT symmetric quantum mechanics and its relatives [12,16,153], where the Hamiltonian of
a given system is not required to be self-adjoint, but still satisfies some special requirement.
For instance, the Hamiltonian could be PT symmetric. This extended version of quantum
mechanics, as discussed in the first part of this dissertation, has been proved to be quite
relevant in the analysis of gain-loss systems [185] from a physical point of view, and also
from a mathematical one because of the many (and sometimes unexpected) issues and
pitfalls coming up going from self-adjoint to non self-adjoint Hamiltonians. In particular,
the role of biorthogonal sets of vectors [12], unbounded metric operators [186, 187] and
pseudo-spectra [188] have been widely studied in this perspective.

In the next section we introduce the mathematical formalism for the analysis of our
tridiagonal Hamiltonians. We then discuss their factorization, and use the operators in-
troduced in this procedure to define the SUSY partner of the original Hamiltonian. As
our Hamiltonian H will not be self-adjoint in general, we will also discuss the role of H†

and of its SUSY partner. Hence we deal with four related Hamiltonians. We will discuss
the consequences of the diagonalization of H, showing how three-terms relations can be
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deduced also in this more general settings. Section 8.3 is devoted to examples, which are
treated in many details. In Section 8.4 we consider an extended setting and its connection
to bi-squeezed states of the type originally introduced in [189].

8.2 The functional settings

Let Fϕ = {ϕn}n≥0 and Fψ = {ψn}n≥0 be two biorthogonal sets of vectors in a Hilbert
space H, which we assume to be infinite-dimensional, except when stated, and separable.
Otherwise, if dim(H) < ∞, the treatment simplifies significantly, from the mathematical
point of view, mainly because all the operators necessary for us are bounded. In what
follows Fϕ and Fψ will be required to be either D-quasi bases or, much stronger require-
ment, Riesz bases. We recall that [12] Fϕ and Fψ are D-quasi bases, where D is some
dense subspace of H, and if, for all f, g ∈ D,

〈f, g〉 =
∞∑

n=0

〈f, ϕn〉 〈ψn, g〉 =
∞∑

n=0

〈f, ψn〉 〈ϕn, g〉 . (8.1)

We will assume that ϕn and ψn belongs to D. We also recall that, by definition, Fϕ and Fψ
are (biorthogonal) Riesz bases if an orthonormal basis Fe = {en}n≥0 exists, together with
a bounded operator T with bounded inverse, such that ϕn = Ten and ψn = (T−1)†en.
In the following we will always assume that D is stable under the action of T , T † and
their inverse. We also assume that en ∈ D for all n, so that ϕn, ψn ∈ D automatically.
We refer to Refs. [12,190] for examples when these assumptions are satisfied. We observe
that if Fϕ and Fψ are (biorthogonal) Riesz bases, they are D-quasi bases. The opposite
implication is false: D-quasi bases are, in general, not Riesz bases. Also, they are often
not even bases [12].

Let now H be an operator, not necessarily bounded or self-adjoint, such that D(H) ⊇
D, so that H is densely defined. In what follows it will be useful to assume also that
D(H†) ⊇ D.

Definition 1. H is called (ϕ,ψ)-tridiagonal if three sequences of complex numbers exist,
{bn}, {an} and {b′n}, such that

〈ψn, Hϕm〉 = bnδn,m+1 + anδn,m + b′nδn,m−1, (8.2)

for all n,m ≥ 0. Furthermore, H is called e-tridiagonal if H is (e, e)-tridiagonal.

This definition is a generalization of the one in [184] in two ways: first, H is not
required to be self-adjoint. For this reason no relation is assumed, in general, between
{bn} and {b′n}, and an can be complex. Second, we are replacing a single basis with two
biorthogonal sets, Fϕ and Fψ, none of which is even necessarily a basis. However, as often
explicitly checked in concrete examples involving D-quasi bases [12], both Fϕ and Fψ are
assumed to be complete in H: the only vector f ∈ H which is orthogonal to all the ϕn’s,
or to all the ψn’s, is f = 0.

Lemma 2. H is (ϕ,ψ)-tridiagonal if and only if H† is (ψ,ϕ)-tridiagonal. Moreover, if
D is stable under the action of H and if Fϕ and Fψ are Riesz bases, then H is (ϕ,ψ)-
tridiagonal if and only if H0 := T−1HT is e-tridiagonal.

The proof is easy and will not be given here. We stress that D(H0) ⊇ D and that D
is stable also under the action of H0.

Using Eq. (8.2) we get that

Hϕm = b′m−1ϕm−1 + amϕm + bm+1ϕm+1. (8.3)
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Indeed, as Fψ and Fϕ are biorthogonal, we can rewrite Eq. (8.2) as

〈
ψn,

(
Hϕm − b′nϕm−1 + anϕm + bnϕm+1

)〉
= 0,

which must be satisfied for all n. Since the set Fψ is complete, Eq. (8.3) follows. Observe
that b′−1 = 0 here and in the following. Similarly, recalling that ψn ∈ D(H†) and that
〈ψn, Hϕm〉 =

〈
H†ψn, ϕm

〉
, from Eq. (8.2) and from the completeness of Fϕ we find that1

H†ψm = b′m ψm+1 + am ψm + bm ψm−1. (8.4)

This formula shows that b0 = b0 = 0. Also, Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4) show that ϕm is not
an eigenstate of H, and that ψm is not an eigenstate of H†, except if bm = b′m = 0 for
all m. Clearly, when this happens, H is diagonal, rather than tridiagonal. Under the
assumptions of Lemma 2, Eqs. (8.3) and (8.4) produce, for H0, the following equations:

H0em = b′m−1em−1 + amem + bm+1em+1, H†0em = b′m em+1 + am em + bm em−1. (8.5)

Lemma 3. Let D be stable under the action of H and let Fϕ and Fψ be Riesz bases.

If H0 = H†0, then an ∈ R and bm = b′m−1 for all m ≥ 0. Vice versa, if am ∈ R and

bm = b′m−1, then 〈f,H0g〉 = 〈H0f, g〉, for all f, g ∈ E, where E is the linear span of the
en’s.

The proof is a simple consequence of formula (8.5). In particular, bm = b′m−1 is
automatically satisfied for m = 0, since, as we have already noticed, b0 = b′−1 = 0.
Observe that E is dense in H, since Fe is an orthonormal set of vectors in the dense set
D. Hence Fe is an orthonormal basis for H. Notice that this Lemma shows that H0

can be non self-adjoint too. This is often not the case in PT quantum mechanics [16],
or for pseudo-hermitian operators [153], where non self-adjoint Hamiltonians are shown
to be similar to self-adjoint ones, and the similarity is implemented exactly as above, in
H0 := T−1HT . This is not in general the case here.

8.2.1 Factorization

Following [184], we now discuss when and how H can be factorized, and we use this
factorization to introduce the supersymmetric versions of H and H†.

We first introduce an operator X on Lϕ = l.s.{ϕn}, the linear span of the ϕn’s, which
is dense in H as Fϕ is complete in H [12]. We define X by his action as

Xϕn = cnϕn + dnϕn−1 (8.6)

This is not a lowering operator for Fϕ, if cn 6= 0. Completeness of Fϕ, and its biorthog-
onality with Fψ, allows us to deduce that X†ψn = cn ψn + dn+1 ψn+1, which is a raising
operator for Fψ only if cn = 0 for all n. Analogously, we can introduce an operator Y on
the linear span of the ψn’s, Lψ = l.s.{ψn}, as in Eq. (8.6):

Y ψn = c′nψn + d′nψn−1, (8.7)

whose adjoint acts on ϕn as follows: Y †ϕn = c′n ϕn + d′n+1 ϕn+1. Again, Y and Y † are not
ladder operators, except if c′n = 0. Also, we require that d0 = d′0 = 0, in order to avoid
the appearance of ϕ−1 or ψ−1 in the two formulas above. We can write Hϕn = Y †Xϕn if
the following relations hold:

an = cn c′n + dn d′n, b′n−1 = dn c′n−1, bn+1 = cn d′n+1. (8.8)

1z denotes the complex conjugate of z.
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Under the same conditions we also deduce the equality H†ψn = X†Y ψn, which shows that
also H† can be factorized in terms of the same operators.

The operators X and Y † satisfy the following commutation relation

[X,Y †]ϕn =
(
dn+1d′n+1 − dnd′n

)
ϕn+dn

(
c′n − c′n−1

)
ϕn−1 + (cn+1 − cn) d′n+1ϕn+1. (8.9)

Notice that, in particular, if X and Y are ladder operators (i.e. cn = c′n = 0), then this

formula simplifies to [X,Y †]ϕn =
(
dn+1d′n+1 − dnd′n

)
ϕn, becoming the standard pseudo-

bosonic commutation relation [12,172,177,191], if dn = d′n =
√
n: [X,Y †]ϕn = ϕn, for all

n.
Observe that, when cn = 0, even if dn 6=

√
n, it is always possible to define new vectors,

ϕ̂n, satisfying Xϕ̂n =
√
nϕ̂n−1. It is indeed sufficient to put ϕ̂n =

√
n!

dn! ϕn, n ≥ 0, where
d0! = 1 and dn! = d1d2 · · · dn, n ≥ 1. Analogously, if c′n = 0 and d′n 6=

√
n, it is again

possible to define the new vectors ψ̂n =
√
n!

d′n! ψn, satisfying Y ψ̂n =
√
nψ̂n−1. This change

of normalization of the vectors has consequences in Eq. (8.8), and in the computation of

〈
ϕ̂n, ψ̂m

〉
=

n!

dn! d′n!
δn,m.

In general, these two families are still biortogonal, but no longer biorthonormal.
We also want to observe that, even if X and Y † are in general not pseudo-bosonic

operators, we can still consider linear combinations of them, C := αX + βY †, D :=
γX+δY †, and look for conditions to make them pseudo-bosonic. In particular, if αδ 6= βγ,
we have

[C,D]ϕn = (αδ − βγ)
(

(dn+1d′n+1 − dnd′n)ϕn + (dnc′n − dnc′n−1)ϕn−1 +

(cn+1d′n+1 − cnd′n+1)ϕn+1

)
,

which reduces to [C,D]ϕn = ϕn by fixing cn = c0, c′n = c′0, ∀n > 0 and dnd′n = n
αδ−βγ ,∀n ≥

0. Therefore, we also have [D†, C†]ψn = ψn, ∀n ≥ 0. We observe that H = Y †X can be
written in terms of the operators C,D as

H = − 1

(αδ − βγ)2

(
δγC2 + αβD2 − (αδ + βγ)CD + αδ11

)
.

Having factorized H and H†, we want to consider now their SUSY partners Hsusy =

XY † and H†susy = Y X†. Using Eq. (8.6) and Y †ϕn = c′n ϕn + d′n+1 ϕn+1 we deduce that

Hsusyϕn = B′n−1ϕn−1 +Anϕn +Bn+1ϕn+1, (8.10)

where

An = cn c′n + dn+1 d′n+1, B′n−1 = dn c′n, Bn+1 = cn+1 d′n+1. (8.11)

Eq. (8.10) implies that Hsusy is (ϕ,ψ)-tridiagonal:

〈ψn, Hsusyϕm〉 = Bnδn,m+1 +Anδn,m +B′nδn,m−1,

which coincides with Eq. (8.2), with (an, bn, b
′
n) replaced by (An, Bn, B

′
n). Hence, Lemma

2 implies that H†susy is (ψ,ϕ)-tridiagonal, and we can easily check that

H†susyψn = Bnψn−1 +Anψn +B′nψn+1, (8.12)

which coincides with Eq. (8.4) with the above replacement.
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8.2.2 Diagonalization of the Hamiltonians and consequences

If H is (ϕ,ψ)-tridiagonal, then Fϕ is not a set of eigenstates of H. However, we can
use its vectors to look for these eigenstates, at least if Fϕ is a basis for H, as we will
assume here. This implies that its biorthogonal set Fψ is a basis as well [192].

Let Φn be an eigenstate of H, with eigenvalue En:

HΦn = EnΦn. (8.13)

Observe that, in general, En is also unknown. Expand Φn in terms of Fϕ and using its
biorthogonality with Fψ we have

Φn =
∑

k

c
(n)
k ϕk, c

(n)
k = 〈ψk,Φn〉 . (8.14)

Assuming now that H
∑

k c
(n)
k ϕk =

∑
k c

(n)
k Hϕk, which is true, for instance, if H is

bounded or under some closability condition on H, and using Eq. (8.3) and the biorthog-
onalities of Fψ and Fϕ, we deduce the following relation between the coefficients:

c
(n)
l En = c

(n)
l−1bl + c

(n)
l al + c

(n)
l+1b

′
l, (8.15)

where c
(n)
−1 = 0. Analogously, we can look for eigenstates of H† using Fψ: let ηn be the

eigenstate of H† corresponding to the eigenvalue En:

H†ηn = Enηn.

We expand ηn in terms of Fψ:

ηn =
∑

k

d
(n)
k ψk, d

(n)
k = 〈ϕk, ηn〉 . (8.16)

Now, if H†
∑

k d
(n)
k ψk =

∑
k d

(n)
k H†ψk, we deduce the following relation, quite similar to

that in Eq. (8.15):

d
(n)
l En = d

(n)
l−1b

′
l−1 + d

(n)
l al + d

(n)
l+1bl+1, (8.17)

where, obviously, we have set d
(n)
−1 = 0. Comparing this formula with Eq. (8.15) we see that,

if bl = b′l−1, once c
(n)
l is computed, then d

(n)
l can be easily deduced by taking d

(n)
l = c

(n)
l .

The coefficients c
(n)
l and d

(n)
l satisfy some summation formulas which are deduced in

the following Proposition.

Proposition 4. The coefficients c
(n)
l and d

(n)
l satisfy the equation

∑

k

c
(n)
k d

(m)
k = 〈Φn, ηm〉 = δn,m, (8.18)

where the last equality holds if each eigenvalue of H has multiplicity one and if the nor-
malizations of Φn and ηn are chosen in such a way that 〈Φn, ηn〉 = 1.

Also, if FΦ = {Φn} and Fη = {ηn} are D-quasi bases, then

∑

n

c
(n)
k d

(n)
l = δk,l, (8.19)
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Proof. First of all, using the resolution of the identity in D given by Eq. (8.1) we have

∑

k

c
(n)
k d

(m)
k =

∑

k

〈Φn, ψk〉 〈ϕk, ηm〉 = 〈Φn, ηm〉 .

The fact that 〈Φn, ηm〉 = 0 if n 6= m, at least if the multiplicity of En is one, is well known.
Eq. (8.19) can be proved as follows:

∑

n

c
(n)
k d

(n)
l =

∑

n

〈ϕl, ηn〉 〈Φn, ψk〉 = 〈ϕl, ψk〉 = δk,l,

where we have used the hypothesis that FΦ = {Φn} and Fη = {ηn} are D-quasi bases and
that ϕl, ψk ∈ D. The last equality follows from the biorthogonality of Fϕ and Fψ.

Let us define the following quantities

p
(n)
l =

c
(n)
l

c
(n)
0

, q
(n)
l =

d
(n)
l

d
(n)
0

, (8.20)

and observe that

p
(n)
−1 = q

(n)
−1 = 0, p

(n)
0 = q

(n)
0 = 1, ∀n ≥ 0. (8.21)

Eqs. (8.15) and (8.17) can be rewritten as the following recurrence equations:

p
(n)
l+1 =

1

b′l

(
p

(n)
l (En − al)− p(n)

l−1bl

)
(8.22)

and

q
(n)
l+1 =

1

bl+1

(
q

(n)
l (En − al)− q(n)

l−1b
′
l−1

)
(8.23)

which produce, in principle, the sequences {p(n)
l } and {q(n)

l }, and {c(n)
l } and {d(n)

l } from
Eq. (8.20) as a consequence, using Eq. (8.21). Yet, En must be known in order to compute
explicitly these coefficients. This is what happens in some situations, as the examples in
the next section show.

We conclude this section adapting these results, and formulas Eqs. (8.22) and (8.23) in
particular, to the SUSY partners of H and H†. We recall that they are both tridiagonal.
In particular, Hsusy is (ϕ,ψ)-tridiagonal, and H†susy is (ψ,ϕ)-tridiagonal. Also, we have

already noticed that one can go from (H,H†) to (Hsusy, H
†
susy) simply replacing (an, bn, b

′
n)

with (An, Bn, B
′
n). Therefore, starting with the following eigenvalue equations,

HsusyΦ̃n = EnΦ̃n, H†susy η̃n = En η̃n, (8.24)

and expanding Φ̃n and η̃n as follows,

Φ̃n =
∑

k

c̃
(n)
k ϕk, η̃n =

∑

k

d̃
(n)
k ψk, c̃

(n)
k =

〈
ψk, Φ̃n

〉
, d̃

(n)
k = 〈ϕk, η̃n〉 ,

the following counterparts of Eqs. (8.22) and (8.23) can be found:

P
(n)
l+1 =

1

B′l

(
P

(n)
l (En −Al)− P (n)

l−1Bl

)
(8.25)

and

Q
(n)
l+1 =

1

Bl+1

(
Q

(n)
l (En −Al)−Q(n)

l−1B
′
l−1

)
. (8.26)
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Here we introduced the normalized coefficients

P
(n)
l =

c̃
(n)
l

c̃
(n)
0

, Q
(n)
l =

d̃
(n)
l

d̃
(n)
0

, (8.27)

which obey, in particular,

P
(n)
−1 = Q

(n)
−1 = 0, P

(n)
0 = Q

(n)
0 = 1, ∀n ≥ 0. (8.28)

Observe that, c̃
(n)
k and d̃

(n)
k satisfy the analogous statement to Proposition 4. In particular,

for instance, if FΦ̃ = {Φ̃n} and Fη̃ = {η̃n} are D-quasi bases, then
∑

n c̃
(n)
k d̃

(n)
l = δk,l.

8.3 Examples

This section is devoted to the analysis of some examples of the general framework
previously introduced. In particular, in Section 8.3.1 we propose a rather general method
to produce general non self-adjoint tridiagonal matrices. In Section 8.3.2 we analyse in all
details a shifted harmonic oscillator, with particular attention to the three terms relations
previously introduced.

8.3.1 A shifted quantum well

Let H0 = p2 + V (x), where p is the momentum operator and V (x) is the potential
which is zero for x ∈ [0, π], and infinite outside this region. H0 is therefore the self-adjoint
Hamiltonian of a particle of mass m = 1

2 in an infinitely deep square-well potential. It is
well known that

H0 en(x) = Enen(x), En = (n+ 1)2, en(x) =

√
2

π
sin((n+ 1)x), (8.29)

where x ∈ [0, π] and n ≥ 0. In [193] it is shown how H0, as well as the Hamiltonians of
many other physical systems, can be factorized.

Let us introduce the number operator N̂ defined on the vectors en(x), which all to-
gether form an orthonormal basis for H = L2(0, π): N̂en = nen, n ≥ 0. Of course N̂
is not bounded nor invertible. However, N̂ + 1 is invertible, and (N̂ + 1)−1 is bounded.
Following [193] we define the operators:

M̂+ = cos(x)(N̂ + 1) + sin(x)
d

dx
, M̂− =

(
cos(x)(N̂ + 1)− sin(x)

d

dx

)
(N̂ + 1)−1N̂ .

They are ladder operators since they satisfy

M̂+en = (n+ 1)en+1, M̂−en = nen−1,

where we put e−1 = 0. Hence it is possible to see that H0en = M̂−M̂+en: Furthermore,
we can also check that

M̂ †+en = M̂−en, M̂ †−en = M̂+en, [M̂−, M̂+]en = (2N̂ + 1)en

for all n. Now, let us consider the following shifted version of the ladder operators M̂±:
B = M̂+ + α1, A = M̂− + β1, α, β ∈ C, and the related shifted Hamiltonian h = BA. It
is easy to check that h is (e, e)-tridiagonal:

hen = αnen−1 + (n2 + αβ)en + β(n+ 1)en+1, (8.30)
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which coincides with Eq. (8.3) by taking b′n−1 = αn, bn+1 = β(n+ 1) and αn = n2 + αβ.
Since Aen = βen + nen−1 and B = αen + (n + 1)en+1, the coefficients in Eqs. (8.6) and
(8.7) are cn = β, c′n = α, dn = d′n = n and the identities in Eq. (8.11) are satisfied.

As for the other Hamiltonians connected to h, it is easy to check that for h†, which is
clearly (e, e)-tridiagonal in view of Lemma 2, matches with h but with α replaced by β
and vice versa. As for their SUSY partners, we have, for instance

hsusy = AB = [A,B] + h = h+ (2N̂ + 1),

since [A,B] = [M̂− + β1, M̂+ + α1] = [M̂−, M̂+] = (2N̂ + 1). It follows that

hsusyen = αnen−1 + ((n+ 1)2 + αβ)en + β(n+ 1)en+1,

which shows that An = an+1, Bn = bn and B′n = b′n.

We conclude this example observing that the same approach can be extended to all
systems whose self-adjoint Hamiltonian can be factorized in terms of ladder operators,
as those included in [193]. Once we have an H̃0 = H̃†0 = Q†Q, with eigenstates fn and
eigenvalues En, H̃0fn = Enfn, shifting Q and Q† with two different complex quantities,
Q → Q + β11 and Q† → Q† + α11, with α possibly different from β, the non self-adjoint
operator h̃ = (Q†+α11)(Q+β11) is (f, f)-tridiagonal, with obvious notation. What is not
easy, or possible, in general, is to make use of the recurrence relation (8.22) to deduce the
eigenstates of h̃, since its eigenvalues are not known a priori. In the next example and in
Section 8.4 we will discuss an example where the spectrum is known, and the recurrence
relations can be efficiently used to deduce the eigenvectors.

8.3.2 The shifted harmonic oscillator

This model has been discussed by several authors, in slightly different forms, mainly
in the context of pseudo-hermitian (or PT ) quantum mechanics [16,153]

Consider a lowering operator c on H satisfying the canonical commutation relation
[c, c†] = 1. This equality must be understood on a suitable dense subspace of H, since c
and c† are unbounded. For instance, if c = 1√

2

(
x+ d

dx

)
, the Hilbert space is H = L2(R)

and the dense set can be identified with S(R), the set of rapidly decreasing test functions.
If we introduce the vacuum of c, that is a (normalized) vector e0 ∈ H satisfying ce0 = 0,

we can act on it with powers of c†: en = (c†)n√
n!
e0. The resulting vectors, {en}, form an

orthonormal basis of H, which is all made by functions of S(R) if c is represented as above.
These vectors are eigenstates of H0 = c†c: H0en = nen, n ≥ 0.

We now define a = c + α1 and b = c† + β1, for some α, β ∈ C, with α 6= β. These
operators are D-pseudo bosonic [12, 194, 195], where, using coordinate representation for
c and c†, D can be identified with S(R). In particular, [a, b]f = f for all f ∈ D. If we now
call H = ba = H0 + (αc† + βc) + αβ1, we find that

Hen = (n+ αβ)en + α
√
n+ 1en+1 + β

√
nen−1, (8.31)

so that 〈en, Hem〉 = (n + αβ)δn,m + α
√
nδn,m+1 + β

√
n+ 1δn,m−1. We see that H is e-

tridiagonal, likewise H†. Incidentally, we also observe that H† coincides with H, but with
(α, β) replaced by (β, α).

Since cen =
√
n en−1 and c†en =

√
n+ 1 en+1, we see that aen = (c + α11)en =

αen +
√
n en−1, while ben = (c† + β11)en = βen +

√
n+ 1 en+1, so that X = a and Y † = b

only if the following identifications hold:

cn = α, c′n = β, dn = d′n =
√
n. (8.32)
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Hence, since Eq. (8.31) implies that bn = α
√
n, an = n+αβ and b′n = β

√
n+ 1, the equal-

ities in Eq. (8.8) are satisfied. It is clear that, in the present example, the commutation
relation in Eq. (8.9) simplifies: [X,Y †]en = [a, b]en = en, for all n ≥ 0.

As for Hsusy = ab, we see that

Hsusyen = ([a, b] +H)en = (H + 11)en = (n+ 1 + αβ)en + α
√
n+ 1en+1 + β

√
nen−1,

which coincides with Eq. (8.31) except that n + αβ is now replaced by n + 1 + αβ. We
observe that An = an+1, Bn = bn and B′n = b′n, and that

H†susyen = (n+ 1 + αβ)en + α
√
nen−1 + β

√
n+ 1en+1.

It is now worth discussing the role of Eqs. (8.22) and (8.23) in this example. This is
particularly simple here since we know that the eigenvalues of H and H† are just En = n,
for all n ≥ 0.

Let us first take n = 0, and look for the ground state of H = ba: HΦ0 = 0. Such an
eigenstate can be easily found, simply by looking at the vacuum of a. Of course, aΦ0 = 0
if and only if cΦ0 = −αΦ0. This means that Φ0 is (proportional to) a standard coherent
state [196–198], with parameter −α:

Φ0 = NΦe
−αc†+αce0 = NΦe

− |α|
2

2

∞∑

k=0

(−α)k√
k!

ek, (8.33)

where NΦ is a normalization factor usually taken equal to one for standard coherent
states [196].

In a similar way we could find the ground state of H†. However, the easier way to find
η0 is just to recall the above cited symmetry between H and H†. Hence η0 is, a part the
normalization, nothing but Φ0 with α replaced by β:

η0 = Nηe
−βc†+βce0 = Nηe

− |β|
2

2

∞∑

k=0

(−β)k√
k!

ek. (8.34)

A connection between NΦ and Nη can be found by requiring that 〈Φ0, η0〉 = 1: NΦNη =

e
1
2

(|α|2+|β|2+αβ).

We want to show now that the same expansions as in Eqs. (8.33) and (8.34) can be
obtained by means of Eqs. (8.22) and (8.23). We first specialize Eq. (8.22) to n = 0 and
to our particular value of the coefficients:

p
(0)
l+1 =

−1

β
√
l + 1

(
p

(0)
l (l + αβ) + p

(0)
l−1α
√
l
)
,

with, as usual, p
(0)
−1 = 0 and p

(0)
0 = 1. It is simple now to find the general solution of

this recurrence relation: p
(0)
k = (−α)k√

k!
, so that c

(0)
k = (−α)k√

k!
c

(0)
0 , for all k ≥ 0. Therefore,

Eq. (8.14) produces

Φ0 =
∑

k

c
(0)
k ek = c

(0)
0

∑

k

(−α)k√
k!

ek,

which coincides with Eq. (8.33), upon identifying c
(0)
0 with NΦe

− |α|
2

2 .

Using now (8.23), in the same way we recover η0 in (8.34). This is because we find

q
(0)
k = (−β)k√

k!
.
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Observe that, in this simple example, we can also make use of the factorization H =
Y †X to get the same results. Indeed, the ground state Φ0 can be obtained as the vacuum
of X,XΦ0 = 0 (and similarly η0 as the ground state of Y ). Expanding Φ0 as

Φ0 =
∑

k≥0

c
(0)
k ϕk, c

(0)
k = 〈ψk,Φ0〉 ,

and using the biorthogonality conditions between Fϕ and Fψ we have

0 = 〈ψk, XΦ0〉 = ckc
(0)
k + dk+1c

(0)
k+1 = αc

(0)
k +

√
k + 1c

(0)
k+1,

and as before the solution is c
(0)
k = (−α)k√

k!
c

(0)
0 , yielding p

(0)
k = (−α)k√

k!
.

We now generalize these results to the higher levels, n > 0, and show that the eigen-
states of H can be completely determined again by using Eq. (8.22). First, for the sake of
clarity, we discuss the case n = 1 and then we extend the results.

The eigenstates of H are given by [12]

Φn =
1√
n!
bnΦ0 (8.35)

where Φ0 is as in Eq. (8.33). It is easy to verify that

bnek =
n∑

i=0

[(
n

i

)
βn−ipk(i)

]
ek+i (8.36)

where pk(i) =
√
k + 1

√
k + 2 . . .

√
k + i if i ≥ 1 and 0 if i = 0. Therefore

Φn =
1√
n!
NΦe

− |α|
2

2

∞∑

k=0

(−α)k√
k!

n∑

i=0

[(
n

i

)
βn−ipk(i)

]
ek+i, (8.37)

The first “excited” state will be

Φ1 = NΦe
− |α|

2

2

∞∑

k=0

(−α)k√
k!

[k + (−α)β] ek, (8.38)

This result can also be recovered by starting from the recurrence relation (8.22), which
looks now as follows:

p
(1)
l+1 =

1

β
√
l + 1

(
p

(1)
l (1− (l + αβ))− p(1)

l−1α
√
l
)

(8.39)

with p
(1)
−1 = 0 and p

(1)
0 = 1. It is easy to show that

c
(1)
l =

c
(1)
0

β

∞∑

l=0

(−α)l√
l!

[l + (−α)β] (8.40)

which allows to retrieve Eq. (8.38) provided that c
(1)
0 = βNΦe

− |α|
2

2 .

For arbitrary n > 1 it is possible to write Φn as

Φn =
1√
n!
NΦe

− |α|
2

2

∞∑

k=0

(−α)k√
k!

n∑

j=0

[(
n

j

)
[(−α)β]n−jj!

(
k

j

)]
ek (8.41)

and show that the recurrence relation yields the same result provided that
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c
(n)
0 =

βn√
n!
NΦe

− |α|
2

2 (8.42)

Using the symmetry between H and H† it is easy to check that the “excited” states
of H† are given by [12]

ηn =
1√
n!

(a†)nη0 =
1√
n!
Nηe

− |β|
2

2

∞∑

k=0

(−β)k√
k!

n∑

j=0

[(
n

j

)
[(−β)α]n−jj!

(
k

j

)]
ek (8.43)

and this is the same result one gets starting from the recurrence relation (8.23), apart for
a normalization factor.

A similar analysis can be repeated also for the SUSY partners of H and H†. Of
course, since in the present situation Hsusy = H + 11 and H†susy = H† + 11, the eigenstates
in Eq. (8.24) coincide with those without the tilde: Φ̃n = Φn and η̃n = ηn, while the
eigenvalues obey the relation En = En+1 = n+1. If we now adopt Eqs. (8.25) and (8.26),
with E0 = 1, we recover again the correct eigenstates, apart for the normalization, which
must be chosen with care.

To conclude, we observe that this example can be generalized by introducing a sort
of double translation. More in detail, we could consider, as starting points, two D-pseudo
bosonic operators a and b, [a, b]f = f for all f ∈ D, and the related (already) non
self-adjoint Hamiltonian H = ba: H 6= H†. Its eigenvalues are En = n, n ≥ 0, while
its eigenvectors are those in Eq. (8.35). H† has the same eigenvalues of H, while its
eigenstates are those in Eq. (8.43). If we now introduce two complex parameters γ and
δ, and two new operators A = a + γ11 and B = b + δ11, it is clear that [A,B]f = f for
all f ∈ D. Moreover, in general, A 6= B†. It is straightforward to check that Ĥ = BA
is (Φ, η)-tridiagonal, and therefore, see Lemma 2, Ĥ† is (η,Φ)-tridiagonal. The previous
discussion can be essentially repeated, with minor changes, for Ĥ, Ĥ†, and for their SUSY
partners. In particular, if the operators a and b are related to two bosonic operators c and
c† as above, a = c + α11 and b = c† + β11, it is clear that A = c and B = c† if α = −γ
and β = −δ. In this case, H0 = Ĥ = Ĥ†. When these equalities (or one of them) are not
satisfied, the same results as in this section hold true with (α, β) replaced by (α+γ, β+δ).

8.4 Extended settings

In this section we consider a slightly different form of the Hamiltonian which is not
tridiagonal, but whose matrix elements in two biorthogonal bases can still be written as
a sum of three contributions. All the hypothesis of completeness, closability and domain
invariance assumed in the previous sections are maintained, if not otherwise specified.

Definition 5. H is called (ϕ,ψ)h-tridiagonal, with h > 0, if three sequences of complex
numbers exist, {bn}, {an} and {b′n}, such that

〈ψn, Hϕm〉 = bnδn,m+h + anδn,m + b′nδn,m−h, (8.44)

for all n,m ≥ 0. Furthermore, H is called eh-tridiagonal if H is (e, e)h-tridiagonal.

In the previous section we analyzed the case h = 1, so here we consider h > 1. Using
Eq. (8.44) and completeness of Fϕ and Fψ, we deduce the natural extensions of Eqs. (8.3)
and (8.4):

Hϕm = b′m−hϕm−h + amϕm + bm+hϕm+h, (8.45)

H†ψm = b′m ψm+h + am ψm + bm ψm−h, (8.46)
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with the conditions that bj = 0 for j < h and b′j = 0 for j < 0. It is straightforward to

factorize H and H† by introducing the operator Xh on Lϕ and Yh on Lψ, defined as

Xhϕn = cnϕn + dnϕn−h, Yhψn = c′nψn + d′nψn−h, ∀n ≥ 0, (8.47)

with dj = d′j = 0, j < h. It is immediate to check that Hϕn = Y †hXhϕn and H†ψn =

X†hYhψn by putting

an = cn c′n + dn d′n, b′n−h = dn c′n−h, bn+h = cn d′n+h, (8.48)

and that in general

[Xh, Y
†
h ]ϕn =

(
dn+hd

′
n+h − dnd′n

)
ϕn + dn

(
c′n − c′n−h

)
ϕn−h + d′n+h (cn+h − cn)ϕn+h.

(8.49)

In order to derive a suitable recurrence formula for the determination of the eigenstates
of H and H†, we adopt the same strategy used in Section 8.2.2. In particular, if Φn, ηn
are eigenstates of H and H†, respectively, and we expand Φn and ηn as in Eqs. (8.14) and
(8.16), we obtain the following recurrence formulas:

c
(n)
l En = c

(n)
l−hbl + c

(n)
l al + c

(n)
l+hb

′
l, (8.50)

d
(n)
l En = d

(n)
l−hb

′
l−h + d

(n)
l al + d

(n)
l+hbl+h, (8.51)

with c
(n)
j , d

(n)
j = 0, j < h, j 6= 0, and the related

p
(n)
l+h =

1

b′l

(
p

(n)
l (En − al)− p(n)

l−hbl

)
, (8.52)

q
(n)
l+h =

1

bl+h

(
q

(n)
l (En − al)− q(n)

l−hb
′
l−h

)
, (8.53)

where the coefficients p
(n)
j , q

(n)
j are defined as in (8.20) with p

(n)
j = q

(n)
j = 0, j < h with

the exceptions p
(n)
0 = q

(n)
0 = 1.

8.4.1 A squeezed Hamiltonian

Despite the general (ϕ,ψ)h-tridiagonal settings seems to be a straightforward extension
of the (ϕ,ψ)-tridiagonal case, some relevant Hamiltonians can be related to them, giving
rise to states having interesting features. In the following we consider an Hamiltonian from
which a (bi)-squeezed state can be obtained by applying our recurrence procedure [189].

Suppose that there exist two pseudo-bosonic operators a, b satisfying the commutation
rules [a, b] = 11 in D, dense subspace of H. As usual, we suppose that D is stable under
the action of a, b, and their adjoints. Following [12] we have

aϕn =
√
nϕn−1, bϕn =

√
n+ 1ϕn+1, (8.54)

b†ψn =
√
nψn−1, a†ψn =

√
n+ 1ψn+1. (8.55)

We then introduce the squeezing-like operators, labeled by the complex variable z =
reiθ, r > 0:

S(z)f =
∑

k≥0

1

k!

(
z

2
b2 − z

2
a2

)k
f, T (z)f =

∑

k≥0

1

k!

(
z

2
(a†)2 − z

2
(b†)2

)k
f, (8.56)
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for all f ∈ D, which under our assumptions converge strongly in D to e
1
2
zb2− 1

2
z̄a2

and
to e

1
2
z(a†)2− 1

2
z̄(b†)2

respectively, cf. Ref. [189]. We can now introduce the operators A =
S(z)aT †(z), B = T (z)bS†(z) which reduce to

A = cosh(r)a+ eiθ sinh(r)b, B = cosh(r)b+ e−iθ sinh(r)a, (8.57)

see [189]. They appear to be D-pseudo bosonic operators as they satisfy [A,B] = 11 in D.
We now define the Hamiltonian

H = BA = µ(z)ba+ λ(z)a2 + λ(z)b2 + sinh(r)21, (8.58)

where µ(z) = cosh(2r), λ(z) = e−iθ cosh(r) sinh(r). Observe that H is (ϕ,ψ)2-tridiagonal,
because, using the raising and lowering conditions in Eqs. (8.54) and (8.55), we have

〈ψn, Hϕm〉 = bnδn,m+2 + anδn,m + b′nδn,m−2, (8.59)

with

an = nµ(z) + sinh(r)2, bn = λ(z)
√
n(n− 1), b′n = λ(z)

√
(n+ 1)(n+ 2), (8.60)

for all n ≥ 0.
The eigenvalues of H are clearly En = n. Hence, the ground state Φ0 of H satisfies

HΦ0 = 0. To find the expressions for Φ0 we expand it as

Φ0 =
∑

k≥0

c
(0)
k ϕk, c

(0)
k = 〈ψk,Φ0〉 ,

and we can find the coefficients c
(0)
k by means of Eqs. (8.50) and (8.52). In particular, we

have

p
(0)
k+2 =

1

b′k

(
−akp(0)

k − bkp
(0)
k−2

)
, (8.61)

with the initial conditions p
(0)
−2 = p

(0)
−1 = p

(0)
1 = 0 and p

(0)
0 = 1. This recurrence formula

admits the solution

p
(0)
2k =

(−eiθ tanh(r)

2

)k √
(2k)!

k!
, p

(0)
2k+1 = 0, ∀k ≥ 0, (8.62)

so that we have

Φ0 = c
(0)
0

∑

k≥0

(−eiθ tanh(r)

2

)k √
(2k)!

k!
φ2k.

Looking for the ground state η0 of H† we obtain similarly

η0 = d
(0)
0

∑

k≥0

(−eiθ tanh(r)

2

)k √
(2k)!

k!
ψ2k.

We notice that Φ0 and η0 are (proportional) to the bi-squeezed states in [189]. In partic-

ular, choosing normalization so that c
(0)
0 = d

(0)
0 = e−

1
2

log(cosh(r)), we get 〈η0,Φ0〉 = 1.
Of course, we can also use the factorization H = Y †X to recover the same results,

and recovering Φ0 as the vacuum of X (XΦ0 = 0). In this case the condition (8.48) with
(8.60) is satisfied by choosing

cn = c′n =
√
n+ 1 sinh(r), dn = d′n = e−iθ

√
n cosh(r),
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and to retrieve Φ0 we require that

〈ψk, XΦ0〉 = ckc
(0)
k + dk+2c

(0)
k+2 = 0, ∀k ≥ 0.

This implies that the coefficients p
(0)
k satisfy the recurrence formula

p
(0)
k+2 = −eiθ tanh(r)

√
k + 1

k + 2
p

(0)
k ,

which again is satisfied by (8.62). The advantage of using the factorization H = Y †X
relies in the fact that we can recover a two terms recurrence formula, instead of using the
recurrence formula (8.61), where three terms are involved.

Once we have retrieved the ground states of H and H†, we can easily find the ground
states of their SUSY partners. In fact, as we have

Hsusy = AB = µ(z)ba+ λ(z)a2 + λ(z)b2 + cosh(r)211 = H + 11,

the ground states Φ̃0, η̃0 of Hsusy and H†susy coincide with Φ0, η0, respectively, but with
eigenvalues 1.

8.5 Summary

In this chapter we have considered non self-adjoint tridiagonal Hamiltonians and their
SUSY partners, and discussed the possibility to factorize them using operators which may
be pseudo-bosonic. Three-terms recurrence relations have been deduced and have been
used in the construction of the eigenstates of the Hamiltonians involved in our analysis.
Within the framework proposed here we have considered a shifted harmonic oscillator,
and a shifted infinitely deep square well. Furthermore, we have extended our results to
(ϕ,ψ)h-tridiagonal matrices, and we have shown how this extension, if h = 2, is connected
with squeezed and bi-squeezed states.



Conclusion

This dissertation summarizes part of the research activities carried out during my
PhD. The first part deals with non-Hermiticity in concrete physical systems. The results
presented show how at the exceptional point of an open system unconventional behaviors
can occur, from the critical behavior of quantum correlations in a bipartite system to exotic
atomic interaction mediated by a non-Hermitian photonic lattice. These results, especially
the latter, point to a shift of paradigm in quantum optics as non-Hermiticity becomes a
necessary ingredient to achieve otherwise impossible behaviors. In the second part we
dealt with non self-adjoint operators inspired by quantum mechanics and investigated
their mathematical framework. In particular we addressed the problem of quantizing a
dissipative system, showing that a possible way out is to go beyond the Hilbert space
description, and introduced a new class of tridiagonal non-Hermitian operators and their
supersymmetric partners.
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